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Ágrip 

 
Þessi ritgerð kannar hugtökin lög, galdur og ljóðlist í Egils sögu Skalla-Grímssonar. Egils 

saga einkennist af átökunum milli Egils annars vegar og Eiríks konungs blóðaxar og konu 

hans Gunnhildar hins vegar. Egill sem skáld notar ljóð í lagalegu og galdurstengdu 

samhengi, sem finna sína mest lýsandi tjáningu í formi uppsetningar á níðstöng gegn 

konungshjónunum. Þessi ritgerð fjallar um eftirfarandi spurningar: Hvernig er farið með 

galdur í íslensku lagaákvæði, Grágás, og hvernig lýsir það miðaldasjónarmiði um galdur 

í lagalegu samhengi? Koma þessi sjónarmið fram í Egils sögu? Hvaða sjónarhorn hefur 

sagan á galdur? Hvernig tengjast lög og galdur í sögunni? Í þessari ritgerð er haldið því 

fram að lög, galdur og ljóð skarist á margan hátt í Egils sögu og styrki hvert annað. 

Samanburður sumra ljóðagerða Egils við ritin Tryggðamál og Griðamál mun sýna skýr 

tengsl milli þeirra og Egils sögu.  
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Abstract 

 
This thesis explores the concepts of law, magic and poetry in Egils saga Skalla-

Grímssonar. Egils saga is dominated by the conflict between Egill on one side and king 

Eiríkr blóðøx and his wife Gunnhildr on the other. Egill as a skald employs poetry in legal 

and magical contexts, which find their ultimate expression in the form of the erection of 

a níð-pole against the royal couple. The present thesis addresses the following questions: 

How is magic treated in the Icelandic collection of legal provisions, Grágás, and how 

does it inform the medieval Icelandic view of magic in legal contexts? Does this view 

transpire in Egils saga? What perspective does the saga adopt on magic? How do law and 

magic interact in the saga? This thesis argues that law, magic and poetry overlap in many 

ways in Egils saga and reinforce each other. The comparison of some of Egill‘s poetry 

with the truce formulas of Tryggðamál and Griðamál will show a clear connection 

between them and Egils saga.  
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1 Introduction  

Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar is an early Íslendingasaga and was composed 

between 1230 and 1240. Its author is anonymous, although there has been speculation 

that it might have been composed by Snorri Sturluson.1 Its plot encompasses a timespan 

from about the year 858 to 990 and plays out in Norway, England and Iceland.2 The saga 

deals with the intergenerational conflict of a family with Norwegian kings and its 

consequences. The eponymous hero is a skilled poet and warrior and is depicted as 

engaging in magical practices. A big part of the saga focuses on the legal problems that 

Egill faces; a main theme of Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar is the difficulty of dealing 

with a legal conflict with individuals who are of higher social standing than the 

protagonist, i.e. kings and their protégés.  

 This thesis will examine the concepts of law, magic and poetry in Egils saga. The 

main question is one of correlation: Are there special relationships between these 

concepts, and if so, are there any similarities or overlaps to be found between them? While 

these topics have been examined individually in the past, the connections between them 

have not. Only the concept of mocking poetry that also doubles as a magic curse known 

as níð – which combines some of these themes – has been subject to extensive studies. 

The main task of this thesis, however, is to explore the complexity of how these concepts 

interact in Egils saga.  

There exists a large body of scholarship concerning Egils saga on the topics of the 

poetry, the legal conflict and the magic within it. For a broad overview, the Wikisaga 

project3 provides an extensive annotated bibliography, even though it is far from 

complete. However, the present thesis strives to connect these concepts to each other and 

to study their overlaps, which thins out the available scholarship. The most relevant 

scholarship for this topic turned out to be the scholarship of Preben Meulengracht-

Sørensen. Of particular interest was also Nicolas Meylan‘s „Magic and Kingship in 

Medieval Iceland. The Construction of a Discourse of Political Resistance” from 2014, 

which focuses on the ideological dimension of the literary use of magic. The conclusive 

 
1 Torfi Tulinius: The matter of the North: The Rise of literary Fiction in Thirteenth-Century Iceland, Odense 

Universitetsforlag 2002, p. 30. 
2 Sigurður Nordal: Formáli, in: Sigurður Nordal [Ed.]: Egils saga Skallagrímssonar, p. V-CV, Íslenzk 

Fornrit II, Hið Íselnzka Fornritafélag Reykjavík 1933, p. LII/LIII. 
3 https://wikisaga.hi.is/index.php?title=Category:Egils_saga:_Articles [accessed 04.05.2021] 

https://wikisaga.hi.is/index.php?title=Category:Egils_saga:_Articles
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work on magic in the Icelandic sagas, François-Xavier Dillmann’s „Les magiciens dans 

l’Islande ancienne. Études sur la représentation de la magie islandaise et de ses agents 

dans les sources littéraires norroises“ from 2004 could not be taken into account for lack 

of available translations. Another problem was the lack of literature concerning the truce 

formulas of Tryggðamál and Griðamál, which is badly understudied. The definitive work 

on these still remains Walther Heinrich Vogt‘s „Altnorwegens Urfehdebann und der 

Geleitschwur. Tryggðamál und Griðamál“ from 1936.  

It is necessary to limit the scope of this thesis. Indeed, while there is certainly a 

question of semiotics to be discussed within the subject of this thesis, the broader issues 

of linguistic philosophy are beyond the breadth of this work. Instead this work aims to 

examine the concepts of law, magic and poetry in Egils saga from a cultural studies point 

of view; while the source material is a piece of literary fiction (albeit about 800 years 

old), the approach to it is not one of pure literary studies. The sources used are treated not 

as pieces of pure fiction, but as cultural artefacts. The question whether the depicted 

events are historical or fictional is not relevant; what matters is that they were depicted at 

all and how they were depicted. This enables a reading of them as a panorama of general 

cultural attitudes in the society at the time they were written in. Since Egils saga includes 

elements that might be deemed „fantastic“ by modern audiences, that might not have been 

the case for the time of writing. Of course, there is still the problem of the authenticity of 

the cultural attitudes concerning these „fantastic“ elements – the time depicted is one 

before the arguably most fundamental cultural shift in the medieval north, the conversion 

to Christianity. The time of writing is 250-400 years apart from the reported events, and 

the attitudes to magic, law and poetry did certainly shift throughout this time of massive 

cultural change. While the conversion certainly did not mean the end of the belief in 

magic, the attitude towards certain concepts of magic was the object of a significant shift. 

The ambition of this thesis is not to reconstruct a genuine pre-Christian attitude towards 

these concepts, but rather to examine how these notions are treated in the text at hand and 

to build a bigger picture by comparing them with various other sources. 

 A basic assumption however must be stated at the outset of this examination. 

While modern science is dismissive of the concept of magic – that is, the causation of 

change in objective reality through the actions of specifically gifted individuals – this is 

not true for the time of writing. Richard Kieckhefer warns: „The fictional literature of 
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medieval Europe sometimes reflected the realities of medieval life, sometimes distorted 

them, sometimes provided escapist release from them, and sometimes held up ideals for 

reality to imitate. When this literature featured sorcerers, fairies and other workers of 

magic, it may not have been meant or taken as totally realistic.“4 Still, extant law codes 

remind the scholar that the belief in magic was so strong that there needed to be legal 

prohibitions of its use, and the medieval Church had lively discussions about what would 

be considered unacceptable magic and what might be deemed acceptable religious 

miracle: „Magic tries to manipulate the spirits – or impersonal spiritual forces seen as 

flowing throughout nature – mechanically, in much the same way one might use 

electricity by turning it on and off. From this perspective the border between religion and 

magic becomes difficult to discern.“5 This is not only valid for the Christian period. For 

the heathen period, this would hold equally true. Kieckhefer maintains that the distinction 

between magic and religion is indeed one that only came with the advent of Christendom: 

„It was a short step from saying that paganism was inauthentic religion to maintaining 

that it was no religion at all but mere idolatry and magic. This new way of disjoining 

magic from religion remained part of the Christian heritage for centuries to come, and 

was joined only around the thirteenth century by a new emphasis on specifically natural 

magic as a kind of third term.“6 This thesis thus has a problem with providing a definitive 

definition for what is meant by magic. It is not a single concept, not even in the culture 

of late iron age or early medieval Scandinavia, with different forms like seiðr, which 

shows similarities to shamanistic rituals of the Sámi people, magic poetry like in the case 

of the kraftaskáld or imbuing objects with runic magic. In some cases, elaborate rituals 

are necessary to commence the magic causation of events, in others, it is enough to chant 

a spell or to recite poetry. What is essential for magic is the belief in causality: things do 

not happen randomly, but because they are made to happen. The power that makes these 

events happen, however, is not that of the sorcerer: „Sorcerers tap into a hidden source of 

dark power disproportionate to their operations: it is not the carving of runes per se that 

works wondrous effects but the invocation of a mysterious power through the runes.“7 

 
4 Kieckhefer, Richard: Magic in the Middle Ages, Cambridge University Press 2014, p. 1. 
5 Ibid., p. 15. 
6 Ibid., p. 37. 
7 Kieckhefer, Richard: The specific rationality of Medieval Magic, in: The American Historical Review, 

Vol. 99 No. 3 (June 1994), pp. 813-836, p. 834. 
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However, this again raises the problem between the difference of magic and religion; an 

answered prayer would also fall under this description. 

This examination will be working mostly with Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar. As 

mentioned above, it is however necessary to take into account additional sources to get a 

clearer picture of the concepts used in the saga. The main extant source of how Icelandic 

culture in the 13th century viewed magic and poetry is the collection of laws called 

Grágás, which shall be used as a foundation to further examination. Other sagas will be 

taken into account to compare passages of Egils saga with if necessary; Íslendingabók, 

Brennu-Njáls saga, the poem Hávamál from the poetic Edda, Landnámabók and 

Vatnsdœla saga are other primary sources used. Furthermore, two old Norse truce 

formulas named Tryggðamál and Griðamál will be examined to explain some of the 

particularities of Egils saga‘s treatment of these conceps. 

The first part of this thesis will examine how the contemporary legal codes 

assessed the issues of magic and poetry. Grágás is not a neutral source; it is the law and 

aims to be the definitive regulation of the culture at hand. Obviously, these laws are not 

natural, but are designed to shape a particular society. In the case of a society with 

different layers of socio-economical participants, the society enforced through respective 

laws is one that aligns with its most powerful part. Power has different sources; holders 

of material power first and foremost seek security of their possessions. Power that stems 

from hierarchical systems will uphold these rankings and try to undermine alternate 

hierarchies. And a culture in which power and influence stems from complex honour 

systems will try to strictly regulate ways of dismantling personal honour. As explained 

above, if magic is an appeal to ‚mysterious power‘ might upend an established system of 

power relationships. The same is true for poetry, as will be seen, and therefore, both are 

subject to specific legal provisions.  

The second part of this thesis will concern itself with the specific cases of poetry, 

magic and legal matters in Egils saga. The instances of poetry connected to both law and 

magic will be examined and the concept of níð will be taken into account. It will be 

attempted to show that níð shares aspects from each of these concepts and demonstrate 

how they are integrated in the plot threads of Egils saga. 

Finally, the analysis will be concluded in the last part. The findings will be 

presented and critically examined; a special focus will be to try to compare them with 
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other scholarship, in this case the works of Nicolas Meylan, who treats Magic in saga 

literature as a discourse for power relationships.  

2 Icelandic Laws 

The society of medieval Iceland founded their Alþing, which could be called a 

parliament, in 930. This does not mean that Iceland was lawless in the years from the 

beginning of settlement ~874 until the erection of the Alþing. Íslendingabók states: 

„Alþingi vas sett at ráði Ulfljóts ok allra landsmanna þar es nú es, en áðr vas þing á 

Kjalarnesi, þat es Þorsteinn Ingolfssonr landnámamanns, faðir Þorkels mána 

lǫgsǫgumanns, hafði þar ok hǫfðingjar þeir es at því hurfu.”8 The concept of local 

assemblies existed before the foundation of the Alþing even in Iceland, and the Gulaþing 

in Norway is thought to be as old as the early 10th century.9 The above-mentioned Úlfljótr 

was sent to Norway to come up with an adaptation of this concept for a general law for 

all of Iceland, which would indicate that there was a well-functioning and well-known 

legislative and judicial system in Norway earlier than 930. However, since these systems 

existed in a non-literary society, it is hard to prove how well developed they were. The 

office of the lawspeaker was created to preside over the general assembly, an office that 

existed until the codification of laws under the Norwegian crown some 350 years later.10 

Iceland was divided into twelve, and from 965 thirteen, þing-districts; in each 

þing-district, three goðar held chieftaincies; their office was the goðorð. The elevated 

status of the goðar was originally based on a role in pagan cult: „The goðar stood in a 

particular relationship to heathen cult sites, which were called hof (n.) and to which were 

due payments.“11 Catherine Raudvere even goes further: „The juridicial and political 

decisions of the þing meetings were accompanied by blót offerings performed according 

to the established custom of society, siðr. While blót was conducted among influential 

 
8 Íslendingabók. Jakob Benediktsson [Ed.]. Íslenzk Fornrit I, Hið íslenzka fornritafélag Reykjavík 1986, 

p.8. Unless otherwise stated, all translations are my own. „The Althing was established where it now is by 

the decision of Úlfljótr and everyone in the country; but before that there was an assembly at Kjalarnes, 

which Þorsteinn, son of Ingólfr the settler, father of the lawspeaker Þorkell Moon, held there together with 

those chieftains who attended it.“ 
9 Eithun, Bjørn, Rindal, Marcus, Ulset, Tor [Eds.]: Den eldre Gulatingslova, Riksarkivet Oslo 1994, p. 10. 
10 Dennis, Andrew, Foote, Peter, Perkins, Richard: Laws of Early Iceland. Grágás I, University of Manitoba 

Press Winnipeg 1980, p.1.  
11 Strauch, Dieter: Mittelalterliches Nordisches Recht bis 1500. Eine Quellenkunde, De Gruyter Berlin/New 

York 2011, p. 39. „Die Goden standen in besonderer Beziehung zu heidnischen Kultstätten, 

die hof (n.) hießen und an die man Zahlungen zu leisten hatte.“ 
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men, that is, by the goði in local society, seiðr seems to have taken place less formally at 

farms.“12 This public/religious and private/magic dichotomy has been key for defining 

the concept of magic in the history of religion. The Icelandic national assembly only had 

two branches: „The Althing consisted of both a legislative (lögrétta) and a judicial 

body.“13 The lögrétta consisted of twelve men out of every quarter of Iceland; all of the 

39 goðar plus additional 9 men. These 48 persons had two advisors with them: „It is also 

prescribed that each one of all the men with seats on the Law Council as now rehearsed 

must appoint two men, assembly men of his, to join the Law Council with him, one in 

front of him and one behind him. Then the benches are fully manned, with four dozen 

men on each bench.“14 To this were added the lögsögumaður and the two bishops, which 

amounted to a council of 171 people. This lögsögumaður was expected to memorize the 

whole of the law. This included newly made laws and directives, and as such was an ever-

growing, living text: „In this way, the collection became a ‚living text‘ which grew ever 

more complex.“15 When Úlfljótr imported the laws of the Gulaþing to Iceland, he did so 

in his memory. There are traces of the mnemonic techniques the law speakers employed 

to achieve this; it might have been a process similar to the knowledge poems of the poetic 

Edda. One of these traces is the Tryggðamál: It „is a mixture of a prosaic, practical, legal 

text with a definite function, and a series of varying, almost poetic, mnemonic 

elaborations, one of which at least seems to be of ancient origin [...].“16 From the content 

of lists which are part of the Tryggðamál, Jackson extrapolates it to be of a very old, 

Germanic origin, which travelled independently to places like England, Friesland and 

Norway, where it was incorporated in the legal processes of the Gulaþing. 

The legal system before the extant literary law codes seems to have had roots in 

cult: „The roots of the Germanic Þing go very far back, the sacred bounds of this 

institution („Holyness of the Þing“) can be proven by the naming of a Mars Thingsus in 

northern England in the second century, as early as the Roman iron age, who could 

 
12 Raudvere, Catharina: Trolldómr in Early Medieval Scandinavia, in: Jolly, Karen; Catharina Raudvere; 

Edward Peters: History of Witchcraft and Magic in Europe, Vol. III. The Middle Ages, Athlone London 

2002, pp. 73-172, p. 149.  
13 Hastrup, Kirsten: Culture and History in Medieval Iceland. An Anthropological Analysis of Structure 

and Change, Clarendon Press Oxford 1985, p. 209. 
14 Grágás I, § 117, p. 189. 
15 Strauch 2011, p. 230. „Auf diese Weise wurde aus der Sammlung ein ‚lebender Text‘, der zunehmend 

unübersichtlicher wurde.“ 
16 Jackson, Elizabeth: Old Icelandic Truce formulas (Tryggðamál), Viking Society for Northern Research 

London 2016, p. 3. 
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scarcely be another than the old Germanic sky god Tiwaz..“17 The role of the goðar as 

the leaders of the community is originally based on religious grounds, the administrative 

function seems to have come later, as Konrad Maurer states: „Because authority in old 

Germanic custom contained the high priesthood, nothing was more rational that here [in 

Iceland], where the latter was extant, while the secular power did not exist, they were 

conjoined or [secular power] was developed out of the first, so that the goðar took over 

the legal, administrative, and, if one could speak of such in Iceland, the military power, 

just as the hersar, jarlar or heradskónungar possessed in Norway.“18 There is of course 

a practical reason why the þing should be sacred; the place of legal procedures cannot 

function without a ban of weapons and lethal force. The view of uninterrupted 

development of the office of the goði from old Germanic peoples to late Iron Age 

Scandinavia is of course not the object of a consensus in scholarship, but there is the case 

to be made that traces of this can be found in the extant cultural artefacts. 

Kirsten Hastrup elevates the legal system of Iceland to a meta-communication:  

The legal system of Iceland can thus be seen both as a kind of meta-

communication about society, and as a part of the whole web of institutions 

and social definitions of which society was constituted. [...] [T]he 

development of law must be seen as but one series of changes taking place 

within a particular society, the other spheres of which may or may not change 

simultaneously.19 

Law codes cannot be defined purely as descriptive, though. Their performativity is their 

raison d’être. Of course, laws can be shaped by changes happening within society. 

Hastrup points out the development of Icelandic law over time, which had to be adapted 

to a developing Icelandic society. But the inverse is also true: Laws can be made to create 

 
17 Simek, Rudolf: Lexikon der germanischen Mythologie, Kröner Stuttgart 1984, p. 386/387. „Die 

Ursprünge des german. T[hing]s gehen sehr weit zurück, die sakrale Gebundenheit dieser Institution 

(„Thingheiligkeit“) wird durch die Nennung eines Mars Thingsus in Nordengland im 2. Jh., der schwerlich 

ein anderer als der alte germanische Himmelsgott *T waz [...] gewesen sein kann, schon für die römische 

Eisenzeit belegt.“ 
18 Maurer, Konrad: „Zur Urgeschichte der Godenwürde“, in: Zeitschrift für Deutsche Philologie 4 (1873) 

pp. 125-130, p. 130. „Da nun nach altgermanischem brauche die staatsgewalt auch das oberpriestertum in 

sich schloss, war nichts natürlicher, als dass sich hier, wo das letztere vorhanden, die weltliche gewalt aber 

noch ausständig war, diese an jenes anschloss oder aus ihm herausentwickelte, dass also die goðar zugleich 

die richterliche, administrative, und soweit auf Island von solcher die rede sein konte, die militärische 

gewalt an sich brachten, wie solche in Norwegen die hersar, jarlar oder hèradskónungar innegehabt hatten 

[sic].“ 
19 Hastrup 1985, p. 207/208. 
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change in society. Insofar as society can be defined as the social reality of the people in a 

referent system, laws can change reality. Aron Jurevich puts it this way: „The position of 

the individual vis-à-vis the society he lives in is defined and regulated primarily by the 

system of law governing that society; while at the same time, the realities of individual 

position in that society are reflected in its norms and in the manner of their 

interpretation.“20 In the Old Norse worldview, the concepts of society and law were 

congruent:  

In Iceland ‚the social‘ was coterminous with ‚the law‘. It was part of 

the general Scandinavian heritage that a society was defined through 

the law; there was no concept of society apart from this one in the 

early Middle Ages [...]. In Iceland it was eloquently expressed in the 

notion of vár lög (‚our law‘), which was the only precise term for the 

Icelandic society.21 

This whole concept has been condensed into the phrase uttered by the wise Njáll: „[...] 

með lǫgum skal land várt byggja, en með ólǫgum eyða.“22 Without law, there is the 

wilderness and chaos. This is not only a conceptual distinction, but also a spatial one: 

„‘The social‘ was everywhere the law obtained. It was the conceptual inside of the 

boundaries of society, with its centre at the Althing. Outside was ‚the wild‘. It was all over 

the physical space, yet it formed a distinct ‚space‘, inhabited by distinct categories of non-

social beings.“23 Hastrup identifies these different categories, borrowed from myth, as 

innangarðs and útangarðs, since they are found there in the dichotomy between 

Miðgarðr/Ásgarðr and Útgarðr. There is also the connection to the concept of the ætt: 

„The opposition between centre and periphery had connotations of familiar versus 

foreign, as was most cogently illustrated in the conception of the ætt, the group of kinsmen 

who were bounded off against the remaining social space.“24 

2.1 Grágás about Magic and Poetry 

Something intriguing about magic in old Icelandic society is how it is treated in the extant 

laws of the time. The earliest laws are collectively known as Grágás. However, this is not 

 
20 Gurevich, Aron J.: Categories of Medieval Culture, Routledge London 1985, p. 154. 
21 Hastrup 1985, p. 136. 
22 Brennu-Njáls saga, Einar Ólafur Sveinsson [Ed.]. Íslenzk Fornrit XII, Hið íslenzka fornritafélag 

Reykjavík 1954, p. 172. See Hastrup 1985, Gurevich 1985. „With law shall our land be built, and with un-

law destroyed.“ 
23 Hastrup 1985, p. 144. 
24 Ibid., p. 148. 
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a single work. What is known as Grágás is a collection of individual laws, sometimes not 

congruent with each other and differently formulated. It is a term for the collective laws 

in effect before the Norwegian subjugation of Iceland in 1262/64.25 The law against the 

use of magic is found in the Christian Laws‘ section and bundles galdra eða gørningar, 

„witchcraft or magic“ together with the worship of heathen gods, belief in special 

qualities of stones and rocks, and berserker rage.  

K § 7 

Men are to put their trust in one God and His saints and are not to 

worship heathen beings. A man worships heathen beings when he 

assigns his property to anyone but God and His saints. If a man 

worships heathen beings, the penalty is lesser outlawry. 

If someone uses spells or witchcraft or magic – he uses magic if he 

utters or teaches someone else or gets someone else to utter words of 

magic over himself or his property – the penalty is lesser outlawry, and 

he is to be summoned locally and prosecuted with a panel of twelve. If 

a man practices black sorcery, the penalty for that is full outlawry. It is 

black sorcery if through his words or his magic a man brings about the 

sickness or death of livestock or people. That is to be prosecuted with 

a panel of twelve. 

People are not to do things with stones or fill them with magic power 

with the idea of tying them on people or livestock. I a man puts trust in 

stones for his own health or that of his livestock, the penalty is lesser 

outlawry. A man is not to keep „unborn“ livestock. If a man has 

„unborn“ livestock and lets it stay unmarked with the idea of putting 

more trust in it than in other livestock or if he uses superstition of any 

sort, the penalty for that is lesser outlawry.  

If a man falls into a berserk‘s frenzy, the penalty is lesser outlawry, and 

the same penalty applies to the men who are present unless they restrain 

him – then they are liable to no penalty if they succeed in retraining 

him. But if it happens again, the penalty is lesser outlawry.26 

These topics all seem to have been deemed unchristian, and the case could be made that 

they all have a connection to heathen traditions. There is a qualitative difference in the 

treatment of these matters; the religious belief and worship in „heathen beings“ is to be 

dealt with lesser outlawry, the same as the use or teaching of magic, the belief in 

 
25 Mitchel, Stephen A.: Witchcraft and Magic in the Nordic Middle Ages, University of Pennsylvania Press 

Pennsylvania 2011, p. 153. 
26 Andrew Dennis, Peter Foote, Richard Perkins [Eds.]: Laws of Early Iceland. Grágás I, University of 

Manitoba Press, Winnipeg 1980, p. 38/39. Further on referred to as Grágás I. 
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supernatural qualities of stones and rocks, and falling into berserker‘s fury. Full outlawry, 

however, is the punishment for forðæsskap, „black sorcery“. Grágás defines as 

forðæsskap „ef maðr gerir í orðum sínum eða fjǫlkynngi sótt eða bana fé eða mǫnnum“, 

‚if a man causes through his words or his magic the sickness or death of animals27 or 

people.‘ In the introduction to their translation of Grágás, Dennis, Foote and Perkins 

state: „Lesser outlawry meant confiscation of property, dealt with by a confiscation court 

held at the outlaw‘s home, and exile for three years but with temporary rights of residence 

and passage – reasonable arrangements in a remote island with unreliable sea traffic. Full 

outlawry meant loss of all goods through a confiscation court, loss of all status, and denial 

of all assistance – virtually a death penalty.“28 While lesser outlawry is not a minor 

punishment, it is still a far cry from a death verdict for the perpetrator. Only the gravest 

of magic usages causing bodily harm to living beings would be punished with full 

outlawry.  

Another instance of what could be interpreted as a magic ritual is found later on 

in the provisions about slander: 

K § 237 

If a man makes a shaming slander [níð] about someone, then the 

penalty is lesser outlawry. And it is shaming slander if a man carves 

or incises a „wood-shame“ directed against him or raises a „shame-

pole“ against him. He is to prosecute with a panel of twelve.29 

This provision implies the concept of níð as both slander and a ritual, the result of which 

is visible. The erection of a níðstöng is a custom depicted (among others) in Egils saga. 

This case will be examined in detail below, but it is of note that this practice is also 

punished only with lesser outlawry. It is not listed in the provisions of the Christian laws‘ 

section, but in the older, secular law. The section about Christian laws was only added 

between 1122 and 1133, with the latest item added 1237, while parts of the secular law 

were much older than at the beginning of the compilation of the laws in 1117.30 Therefore, 

 
27 Animals here are meant as livestock. The loss of livestock would also cause grave harm to the owner. 
28 Grágás I, p. 7/8. 
29 Andrew Dennis, Peter Foote, Richard Perkins [Eds.]: Laws of Early Iceland. Grágás II, University of 

Manitoba Press, Winnipeg 2000, p. 197. Further on referred to as Grágás II. 
30 Grágás I, p. 5/14. 
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this form of níð, although it has magical connotations for us, is conceptually distinct from 

the magical practices listed in the Christian law. 

What Grágás has to say about poetry, compared to its treatment of magic and slander, 

appears downright draconian. The paragraph about the use of poetry is nearly three times 

as long as the provisions against the use of magic and highly detailed.  

K § 238: On Poetry 

A man has no right to compose defamation or praise of anyone. A 

man is not to take offence at a couplet unless there is defamation in it. 

If one man composes two lines and a second man another two and 

both plot together to do so, then the penalty is full outlawry [for each] 

if there is defamation or mockery in it. If a man composes a stanza on 

someone in which there is no mockery, then the penalty is a fine of 

three marks. If he composes more about someone, then the penalty is 

lesser outlawry even if there is no mockery in it. Full outlawry is the 

penalty if a man composes half a stanza on someone with defamation 

or mockery in it or with praise which he puts together in order to 

mock him. If he recites it or teaches it to someone else, then that is 

another suit and the penalty is full outlawry. It is the same penalty for 

anyone who learns it.  

Even if four men compose half a stanza, then the penalty is full 

outlawry for each of them, and they are to be prosecuted in the same 

way as for other poetry. 

Full outlawry is also the penalty for any spreading abroad of poetry 

which is deemed to have mockery as its intention. [...] The penalty is 

the same for repeating as for composing and it does not matter which 

is prosecuted first and prosecution is to use the same means of proof. 

The penalty is full outlawry even if a man composes on someone who 

was Christian and is dead, or if he recites any poetry that was 

composed to blemish or mock someone who is dead. Procedure in 

such a case is the same as in a killing case. 

If someone hears in poetry words of a kind for which a man has the 

right to kill – that he is womanish or has been buggered – and avenges 

it by killing or inflicting injuries, then he shall bring a suit for the 

malicious speech [in order to clear himself]. 

If a man recites shaming slander about someone at Lögberg, then the 

penalty is full outlawry [...]. 

If a man composes mocking poetry on the king of the Danes or 

Swedes or Norwegians, then the penalty is full outlawry, and the cases 
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lie with their retainers. If they will not prosecute, then a case lies with 

anyone who will. 

If a man composes a love-verse on a woman, then the penalty is full 

outlawry. The case lies with the woman if she is twenty or older. If 

she [is younger or] will not have it prosecuted, then the case lies with 

her legal administrator. 

If a man recites poetry in order to mock someone, even though it was 

composed about somebody else, or twists some line in it to apply to 

him, then the penalty is full outlawry. He is to prosecute in the same 

way as for other poetry. 

[...] 

Even though only one line is composed about someone, but a half-

stanza or more goes with it, then it is possible to prosecute for that and 

make full outlawry the penalty.  

If a man composes wide-ranging poetry, then anyone who wishes may 

choose to include himself in it and summon for it. Even if a panel 

gives a verdict that he did not compose it on the man who prosecutes 

for it, but gives a verdict that he did compose it, then he is 

nevertheless under penalty for wide-ranging poetry. Wide-ranging 

poetry is when a man composes on no one in particular but it goes the 

rounds of the district even so, and the penalty is full outlawry.31 

Of note is how drastic the punishments for poetry are. If a mocking poem is composed, 

recited, or taught, the penalty is always full outlawry. Even for single lines, the 

punishment is akin to death; the same is true for love poems. The issue here is clearly the 

infraction upon the poetry‘s object‘s honour; poetry is connected to slander in these 

provisions. In the case of love poetry, the prohibition comes from impugning on the 

woman‘s honour. If she is married to another man, love poems would implicate her being 

unfaithful; if she is not, the suspicion of improper conduct arises. It is upon her legal 

administrator to press charges in case she is too young, since such improper conduct 

would not only infract on her honour, but also on her guardian‘s. Of note is that there are 

provisions in Grágás about women on whose behalf a man has the right to kill for in the 

case of a rape; of „wrongful intercourse“.32 Of course, the administrator of a willing wife-

to-be would likely not prosecute the charges. The prohibition of even praise poetry comes 

out of the same line of thought; since praise could be heaped upon the object of a poem 

 
31 Grágás II, p. 197/198. 
32 Grágás I, p. 154. 
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ironically, it would be hard to make the individual case. Egils saga‘s Höfuðlausn seems 

to be a good example for these cases. Torfi Tulinius makes the convincing case that the 

poem‘s last lines are meant to indicate that everything that came before is not to be taken 

at face value: „When Egill says he knows how to tailor his words when in company, one 

wonders if his knowledge consists in using irony to effect, since the praise is borne from 

the seat of laughter, a phrase which must sound double-edged to the audience and thus 

raise doubts as to the poet‘s sincerity. [...] His manner of referring to the understanding 

of „most“ rather than „all“ suggests that the poem cannot be understood without some 

effort on the part of the listener, and therefore that the meaning is not what it appears to 

be.“33  

Clearly, it was thought that words had power, and poetry had special power. Even though 

the provision states that men are „not to take offence at a couplet unless there is 

defamation in it”, this could have been difficult to prove. Obviously, poetry was a 

dangerous field to engage in; in a society which puts this much emphasis on personal 

honour, mockery of individuals – or even groups, if the paragraph about „wide-ranging 

poetry” is to be interpreted that way – had to be controlled closely and punished harshly. 

What makes poetry especially potent is that it is memorable – the rigid form gave it 

staying power, since this strict corset for these words meant that they couldn‘t easily be 

altered. This meant that any mockery inherent in the poetry was also preserved. At the 

same time, it spread through retelling. The fact that some of the scorn poems survive to 

this day and can be read by the interested scholar around the world proves their 

effectiveness: the insult has outlasted its creator and target by hundreds of years. When 

Richard Dawkins coined the term ‚memetics‘, he defined three rules for the survival value 

of a single meme: „longevity, fecundity, and copying-fidelity”.34 The copying-fidelity 

was ensured through the strict form of poetry, the fecundity through mankind’s general 

appreciation of vulgarity and for the longevity, already Hávamál states in stanza 77:  

Deyr fé 

deyja frændr 

deyr sjálfr it sama; 

ek veit einn 

 
33 Torfi Tulinius: The Enigma of Egill, Cornell University Press Ithaca 2014, p. 221. 
34 Dawkins, Richard: The Selfish Gene, Oxford University Press Oxford 2006, p. 194. 
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at aldri deyr: 

dómr um dauðan hvern.35 

This is what made poetry dangerous; if it was not prosecuted publicly in court, then it 

would tarnish the object’s reputation forever. For this reason, praise poetry would often 

be made about possessions instead of the owner – Úlfr Úggason’s praise poem Húsdrápa 

for Óláfr pái was about the beautiful adornments of a wall of his house, and in Egils saga, 

when Einarr skálaglamm gifts Egill a beautifully decorated, gold-plated shield, Egill gets 

angry because of the implication: “Gefi hann allra manna armastr! Ætlar hann, at ek skyla 

þar vaka yfir ok yrkja um skjǫld hans? Nú taki hest minn; skal ek ríða eptir honum ok 

drepa hann.”36 The gift of beautifully decorated objects to poets had the goal of coaxing 

out praise poetry; and if the poetry was about the gift instead of the donor, the potentially 

dangerous mockery would not directly be put upon the person.  

The notion that certain combinations of words had some life on their own was also 

noted by Lucie Korecká: “[...] no specific charms or spells are needed, because simply 

uttering a wish or a prediction can make it come true, even when the person who uttered 

the curse can no longer affect the situation directly.”37 Even if the words originate from a 

speaker who is not affiliated with magic, they can take on magic properties and change 

reality. If words are this powerful, they have to be regulated and there needs to be an 

approved measure of dealing with them. The meme can not be unmade, but the mockery 

can be publicly declared false and the creator can be dealt with as a form of deterrence. 

Of special note is the provision that mocking poetry was a cause for retaliation with lethal 

force – and the case of the poem was considered grounds for this killing to be called 

lawful. If this was not attainable, the falsification could be done by suing over this crime 

in a court of law, with the successful result, full outlawry for the poet, having de facto the 

same result.  

 
35 Hávamál Stanza 77. Jónas Kristjánsson/ Vésteinn Ólason [Eds.]: Eddukvæði I: Goðakvæði. Hið íslenzka 

Fornritafélag Reykjavík 2014, p. 337. „Cattle dies/ kinsmen die/ and you yourself die;/ but I know one 

thing/ that never dies/ the judgement of every dead one.“ 
36 Egils saga, p. 272. „Be he the most wretched of all men! Does he believe that I should stay awake for 

writing poetry about his shield? Now will I take my horse; I shall ride after him and kill him.“ 
37 Korecká, Lucie: Wizards and Words. The Old Norse vocabulary of magic in a cultural context, utzverlag 

München 2019, p. 212. 
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2.2 Localized peace 

Grágás also provides legislation regarding the commission of violence against 

outlaws. K § 52 states: „When a confiscation court is held for a lesser outlaw, his homes 

are to be reported. He is to have three homes. It shall not be farther between them than 

may be traveled one way in one day. He shall be immune at those homes and within 

bowshot of them in all directions and on the road between them as long as he does not 

travel by it more than once a month and within bowshot of the road.“38 This even applies 

abroad: „Men who go abroad from here as outlaws who may be given passage are as 

immune in foreign countries as if they were under no penalty here for those causes. Men 

who are here made full outlaws, ones who may not be sustained and not given passage, 

may be killed with impunity and they forfeit their immunity in relation to our countrymen 

in foreign countries just as here.“39 The peace guarantee speech (Griðamál) reinstates this 

immunity after a settlement and binds opposing parties: 

„There were causes of dispute between A and B but now they are 

settled and atoned with money [...]. You two are now to be men 

reconciled and able to keep company over beer and board, in 

assembly and array, in coming to church and in the king‘s house, and 

wherever there are meetings of men you shall be as much at one as if 

this had never arisen between you. You shall share knife and meat-bit 

and all things with each other like family and not like foes. [...] But 

the one of you who tramples on treaties made or smites at sureties 

given, he shall be an outcast despised and driven off as far and wide 

as ever men drive outcasts off, Christians come to church, heathens 

hallow temples, fire flames, ground grows, son calls mother, mother 

bears son, men make fires, ship glides, shields flash, sun shines, snow 

drifts, Lapp skis, fir tree grows, falcon flies a spring-long day with a 

fair wind beneath both wings, heavens revolve, world is inhabited, 

wind whistles, waters flow to the sea, men sow seed. He shall shun 

churches and Christian people, house of God and men, every home 

save hell. [...] 

May he who keeps the peace have God‘s grace but let him who breaks 

true guarantees of peace have His wrath, but His grace him who keeps 

them.“40 

 
38 Grágás I, p 93. 
39 Ibid., p. 98. 
40 Ibid., p. 184/185. 
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The Griðamál is far from a pure law text and is closer to poetry. What is important here 

is that it elevates the law to universal validity; the peace-agreement holds true as far as 

the world goes and as long as the world exists. The grið is the original state between men; 

when it becomes disrupted, it must be reinstated again through legal reconciliation. The 

violator of this grið is cursed; they are cast out of society and are more outlaw than man. 

God‘s wrath is called upon them; they are divinely cursed. The concepts that were singled 

out in the law texts above play an important role in Egils saga, as shall be seen in the next 

part. 

3 Egils saga: Magic, Law and Poetry 

Poetry in Egils saga is plentiful and not exclusively tied to instances of magic and 

law issues. Sigurður Nordal‘s Íslenzk Fornrit edition contains 60 lausavísur and three 

major poems: Hǫfuðlausn, Sonatorrek and Arinbjarnarkviða. Of these three, the major 

scholarly interest has fallen on Hǫfuðlausn and Sonatorrek. Sonatorrek is an elegy about 

the loss of one of Egill‘s sons, while the other two are praise poems.  

However, if the concepts of law and magic show up, there is also often verse to 

accompany them. There are three to four instances of both – in case of stanzas connected 

to magic, Egill utters a poem when he carves runes against an attempted poisoning in 

chapter 44, two poems are found in chapter 56, when he curses Berg-Ǫnundr and sets up 

the níð-pole, and one poem is spoken after Egill renders a hurtful rune-spell harmless in 

chapter 72. In terms of poetry connected to law cases, Egill speaks a poem to strengthen 

an oath about his wife‘s ancestry in chapter 56, comments on the breaking of the þinghelgi 

in the same chapter, and reacts to his outlawry from Norway with a stanza in chapter 57.  

In cases of poetry connected to magic, it seems that the poetry itself is part of the 

components of magic, while the situation is not as clear cut in the law-connected 

instances. While there are verses directly connected to the individual judicial case – in 

the form of oaths in verse – the link in other cases is way more circumstantial. In the 

instance when Egill takes over the case between his son Þórsteinn and Steinar, there is no 

poetry involved at all, and the only fragile link is found when Egill reminisces about the 

judgement later in a conversation and forms a stanza.  

Since this thesis is trying to compare the concepts of law, poetry and magic in 

Egils saga, the specific depictions of these concepts will have to be examined in the 
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original text. For sake of brevity, the text that will be used is Sigurður Nordal‘s edition of 

Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar, published in the Íslenzk Fornrit series and will be referred 

to in short just as Egils saga.41  

3.1 Instances of poetry connected to law 

The main law case in Egils saga is his conflict with Berg-Ǫnundr about the 

inheritance of land in Norway. The legal question is whether Egill’s wife is born of a 

legitimate marriage and therefore has a right to her family’s inheritance. In these 

circumstances, Egill relies on poetry to testify the rightfulness of Ásgerður‘s claim. He 

utters the following verse: 

Þýborna kveðr þorna 

þorn reið áar horna 

sýslir hann of sína 

síngirnð Ǫnundr, mína; 

naddhristir, ák nesta 

norn til arfs of borna; 

þigg, Auða konr, eiða, 

eiðsœrt es þat, greiða.42 

After this prelude, his witnesses attest the veracity of this claim by swearing oaths. Poetry 

here is used to emphasize the importance of oaths: „The basic principle of an oath is self-

execration – in case of a perjury, the person swearing an oath damns himself to higher 

authority.“43 This higher authority can be of divine origin, or the representative of such 

divine power. This would go along with the change of the role of the goði as outlined 

above. The authority of a worldly representative of the gods is respected, and when the 

role of these representatives changes, this authority also shifts to a different higher power 

– i.e. „the law“ becomes a quasi-sacred entity itself. Likewise, the place of divine ritual 

can be converted to a sacred, neutral location where the law is meted out. Egils saga has 

other mentions of this. When queen Gunnhildr gives the order to kill Egill and his brother 

 
41 The term „text“ is, of course problematic in the context of cultural semiotics. It is used here for the 

concept of the „work“ as an abstraction of the saga, following Driscoll, Matthew: The words on the page: 

Thoughts on philology, old and new, in: Quinn, Judy; Lethbridge, Emily [Eds.]: Creating the medieval 

saga: Versions, variability, and editorial interpretations of Old Norse saga literature University Press of 

Southern Denmark Odense 2010, pp. 85-102. 
42 Egils saga, p. 156. „Slaveborn, calls thorns‘ / thorn, my carriage of horn‘s rivers/ busy with himself/ is 

selfish Önundr;/ I have, nail-shaker, the next/ norn born for inheritance;/ receive, Auði‘s kinsman, oaths,/ 

oath-true is it to bring forward.“ 
43 G. Köbler: §3. Rechtshistorisches. In: Heinrich Beck, G. Köbler: Eid, p.537-542, in: Hoops, Johannes, 

Becker, C.J. [Eds.] RGA 6, p. 540.  
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Þórolfr in a temple, the assassination fails and the murderers strike at one of the brother’s 

men instead. The saga mentions „menn váru allir vápnlausir inni, því at þar var 

hofshelgi“,44 and this clearly parallels the þinghelgi: it is a localized peace without 

weapons to enable the gathering of people. Interesting is the mention that the perpetrator 

of the crime, Eyvindr, is then banned under a specific rule: „Eyvindr hafði vegit í véum, 

ok var hann vargr orðinn, ok varð hann þegar brott at fara.“45  

 This sacred place of the þing is then desecrated by the order of the queen to disturb 

the proceedings of the judges. „Síðan hljóp Askmaðr ok þeir sveitungar til dómsins, skáru 

í sundr vébǫndin ok brutu niðr stengrnar, en hleypðu á braut dómǫndunum; þá gerðisk 

þyss mikill á þinginu, en menn váru þar allir vápnlausir.“46 The vébǫnd and the heslistǫng 

are destroyed first and the sanctity profaned. Only after this are the judges driven away. 

The very sanctity of the place that causes attendants to be weaponless prevents their 

defense against the blasphemers. Whether the þing has connections to some supernatural 

authority, like the local divine patron or some similar beings, or it is just to be held sacred 

in a more legalistic perspective, the act of disturbing the þing here clearly has the 

connotations of profaning a higher order. Even though this happens on the orders of the 

royal couple, might in this case does not make right. It is a tyrannical act, recalling the 

description of Haraldr hárfagri and his misdeeds against Egill‘s ancestors.  

Egill retaliates by once again emphasizing the sacredness of the þing and making 

a legal prohibition before witnesses: „Þá sneri Egill aptr ok sagði: „Því skírskota ek undir 

þik, Arinbjǫrn, ok þik, Þórðr, ok alla þá menn, er nú megu orð mín heyra, lenda menn ok 

lǫgmenn ok alla alþýðu, at ek banna jarðir þær allar, er Bjǫrn hefir átt, at byggja ok at 

vinna. Banna ek þér, Berg-Ǫnundr, ok ǫðrum mǫnnum ǫllum, innlenzkum ok útlenzkum, 

tígnum ok ótígnum, en hverjum manni, er þat gerir, legg ek við lǫgbrot landsréttar ok 

griðarof ok goðagremi.“47 Here it becomes clear that there was, in fact, a crime against a 

 
44 Egils saga, p. 125. „All the men were weaponless inside, because there was the temple-peace.“ 
45 Egils saga, p. 125: „ Eyvindr had killed in the sanctuary, and he had become a wolf, and therefore he had 

to go away.“ 
46 Egils saga, p. 157. „Then Askmaðr and his followers ran towards the law court and cut into pieces the 

sanctified bonds and broke down the poles, and drove away the judges; then a big commotion was in the 

þing, but the men were all weaponless.“ 
47 Egils saga, p. 158. „Then Egill turned around and said: For this I call you witnesses, you, Arinbjǫrn, and 

you, Þórðr, and all those men who now may hear my words, men with lands and lawmen and all folk, that 

I ban all lands, which Bjǫrn owned, to settle or to farm. I ban you, Berg-Ǫnundr, and all other men, natives 

or foreigners, lords or baseborn, and all men, who do that, I say it amounts to lawbreaking the land‘s laws 

and breaking the peace and call on you the gods‘ wrath.“ 
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higher order. Goðagremi, the wrath of the gods, is called upon the perpetrators by Egill. 

This invocation of the gods connects the landsréttar, the laws of the land, to supernatural 

forces. The breaker of the laws is offending the spirits of the land or the land itself. 

Likewise, this appeal to a higher power could make this oath into an act of magic already, 

if magic is an act of language in a social setting involving supernatural entities to cause 

events in the physical world. It is not a coincidence that this ban resembles poetry. It is 

not written in a known poetic meter, but its use of alliteration is poetic. Though this might 

not be poetry in the strict sense, it is indeed highly formulaic and stylized, if not to say 

ritualized. A ban is in fact an inverted oath and is to be understood as a curse: before the 

witnesses of Arinbjǫrn and Þórðr and the other men present, the lands are declared taboo 

by their quality of being unlawfully taken, and the breakers of this taboo are to suffer 

consequences through divine retribution. The oath-taker, Egill, does not self-execrate, 

indeed, he execrates others.  

Egill directly comments on the violation of the þinghelgi with another poem:  

Svá skyldi goð gjalda, 

gram reki bǫnd af lǫndum, 

reið sé rǫgn ok Óðinn, 

r n míns féar h num; 

folkmýgi lát flýja, 

Freyr of Njǫrðr, af jǫrðum, 

leiðisk lofða stríði 

land ss, þanns vé grandar.48 

While the previous curse was addressed to the audience present at the þing, this verse is 

directed to a land ss whose identity is unclear. It has been speculated that the god Þórr is 

meant here, and since he is missing among the other gods Egill invokes, this might not be 

a bad guess.49 However, the main point of this name in this case is its connection to the 

land. Freyr and Njǫrðr are both associated with nature – Freyr is a god of harvest and 

 
48 Egils saga, p. 163. „Such shall the gods repay/ his theft of my possessions/ wrathful shall be the gods and 

Óðinn/ the gods shall drive the king from the lands;/ Let the people‘s oppressor fly/ Freyr and Njörðr, from 

the earth,/ detest the man‘s enemy, / land-Áss, the one who damaged the sanctuary. 
49 Bo Alqvist instead reads the landás as Óðinn: Almqvist, Bo: Norrön Niddiktning. Traditionshistorika 

studier i versmagi. With an english summary, Vol. I, Almqvist & Wiksell Stockholm 1965, p. 113.  

Finnur Jónsson comments: „Landets áss (gud) vistnok Odin (eller muligvis Thor)“, in: Finnur Jónsson 

[Ed.]: Egils saga Skallagrímssonar, Samfund til Udgivelse af gammel nordisk Litteratur XVII, S. L. Møllers 

Bogtryggeri (Møller & Thomsen) Copenhagen 1888, p. 384. 
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fertility, while Njǫrðr is connected to the sea. Óðinn does not fit among the others, but he 

is invoked for one of his primary attributes, his wrathfulness.50 The gods are named for 

their power over the country, and the primacy of nature, effectively displaying natural 

law, before human-made and therefore corruptible laws. That there is a higher order of 

things that must be respected by legal proceedings is again made clear. This superior 

hierarchy is attacked when the sacred place of the þing is violated. The þing is a symbol 

of culture as opposed to chaos, and culture is based on the natural order. Jens Peter 

Schjødt writes that „chaos is the negation of the cosmos“ respectively „disorder“, while 

nature is „expression of a ‚different order‘“. „Seen this way, both culture and nature stand 

in opposition to chaos.”51 This is exactly what is being conveyed here in Egils saga. The 

legal order is being abused and disrupted – in form of the violation of the þinghelgi as 

well as the unjust verdict that Egill suffers. While Egill first announces the injustice 

publically, this time he appeals to the forces of the land to correct this intrusion of chaos 

upon the order of culture.  

This involvement of the supernatural agents of order continues after Egill learns 

that he is declared a full outlaw in Norway: „En áðr Eiríkr konungr reri þenna leiðangr, 

þá gerði hann Egil útlaga fyrir endilangan Nóreg ok dræpan hjerjum manni.”52He once 

again reacts with poetry: 

“[...] [Þ]ar váru fiskimenn, ok var þar gott at spyrja tíðendi; þá spurði hann, at konungr 

hafði gǫrt hann útlaga. Þá kvað Egill vísu: 

Lǫgbrigðir hefr lagða, 

landalfr, fyr mér sjǫlfum, 

blekkir brœðra søkkva 

brúðfang, vega langa; 

Gunnhildi ák gjalda, 

greypt’s hennar skap, þenna, 

 
50 óðr: frantic, furious, vehement, eager. Cleasby-Vígfússon, p. 471. 
51 Schjødt, Jens Peter: „Horizontale und vertikale Achsen in der vorchristlichen Skandinavischen 

Mythologie“, Scripta Instituti Donneriani Aboensis 13 (1990), pp. 35-57, p. 53. „Das hängt natürlich auch 
damit zusammen, dass Chaos als Negation zu Kosmos Ausdruck einer „Unordnung“ sein muss, 
während die Natur nur Ausdruck einer „anderen Ordnung“ ist. So gesehen stehen also Kultur und 
Natur in Opposition zu Chaos.“ 
52 Egils saga, p. 164. „And before king Eiríkr rowed to this military expedition, he outlawed Egill in all of 

Norway and he was allowed to be slain by every man.“ 
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ungr gatk ok læ launat, 

landrekstr, bili grandat.”53 

This instance of poetry connected to matters of law is a counteraction to the failed case at 

the Gulaþing; it is removed from the social setting of the law court and serves as 

affirmation that the judgment put over Egill by the king is, in fact, unlawful. It is not 

addressed to anyone involved in the case. Egill explicitly calls Eiríkr a lawbreaker; he 

states that the judgment was influenced by queen Gunnhildr and the verdict itself spoken 

by a man who killed his own brothers, that is, an unjust man. John Lindow notes: „What 

kin-slaying does trigger in an honour-based society is a crisis of vengeance, whether the 

killing is intended or not.”54 Kin-slaying is an especially vile crime because no retaliation 

can be taken; the perpetrator of the crime cannot be pursued in a law court and the murder 

remains unatoned for. However, the audience of this verse is not human: Egill directs 

these lines to a certain landalfr, the elf of the land. Whether this is a specific deity or a 

land spirit is unclear. What matters is that he appeals to a higher authority again, one that 

is above the laws of a tyrannical king, and one that might directly be connected to the 

land. The laws of the land are connected to the supernatural beings of the land, and if the 

king’s laws are in violation of these, he is an unjust king or a lawbreaker. These land-

spirits, the landvættir, seem to play a role in the issue of law. It could be argued that they 

are not only guarantors of a higher order on which actual legitimacy of law is based, but 

that they are also called upon as witnesses of oaths. The landalfr could also refer to a 

(patron) god, but as we shall see, there will be explicit reference to the landvættir later. 

Interesting to note in that perspective is the shared indogermanic root of vættr (f.) - spirit, 

thing – and váttr (m.) – witness.55 Especially under the aspect that early Germanic legal 

authority was also connected to religious office, this seems remarkable.  

There is another instance in Egils saga where tyranny is connected to violation of 

land rights: „Haraldr konungr eignaðisk í hverju fylki óðul ǫll ok allt land, byggt og 

 
53 Egils saga, p. 165. „There were fishermen, and it was a good moment to ask for news, and he [one of 

them] then answered, that the king had outlawed him. Then Egill spoke this verse: ‚The lawbreaker has 

laid,/ a long way,/Land-elf, before myself,/ betraying the brothers‘ cause/ his chosen wife./ Gunnhildr have 

I to thank/ cruel is her disposition, / younger would I have repaid her this punishment,/ for this this land-

ban.‘ 
54 Lindow, John: Murder and Vengeance among the gods. Baldr in Scandinavian Mythology, Academia 

Scientiarum Fennica Helsinki 1997, p. 144. 
55 Dillmann, François-Xavier: „Vættir“, in: Hoops, Johannes; Beck, Heinrich [Eds.]: Reallexikon der 

Germanischen Altertumskunde Band 35, Zweite erweiterte Auflage, Walter de Gruyter Berlin/New York 

2007, pp. 326-334., p. 326. 
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óbyggt, ok jafnvel sjóinn ok vǫtnin, ok skyldu allir búendr vera hans leiglendingar, svá 

þeir, er á mǫrkina ortu, ok saltkarlarnir ok allir veiðimenn, bæði á sjó ok landi, þá váru 

allir þeir honum lýðskildir. En af þessi áþján flýðu margir menn af landi á brott [...].”56 

This áþján, which translates directly to oppression or tyranny, is the disrespect of the 

inheritance laws of the óðal-lands. Land acquired óðal-status if it had been in a family’s 

possession for four generations and family members had the first right of purchase if it 

was to be sold by the owner. This also carried elevated social status alongside with the 

ownership: “The landowning groups apparently used the óðal right as a way to maintain 

prestige.”57 King Haraldr hárfagri established a new form of kingship; one that upset 

traditional hierarchies and social status and which went against the established order of 

things. Since the óðal-lands were heavily connected to established families, it is not a far 

stretch to assume that the ancestors buried on family lands might have slowly acquired 

other qualities as land spirits and guardians of the land. To upset these spirits with new 

laws concerning the ownership of their domain would indeed have been tyrannical and 

provoked not only flight to other, greener pastures58 but also appeals to their supernatural 

powers to get rid of this parvenu.  

3.2 Instances of poetry connected to magic 

The first instance of an event that is depicted as magic being invoked is found 

when Egill stays at the farm of Atleyar-Bárðr. This figure is described in a positive light: 

he is a sýslumaðr mikill and a starfsmaðr góðr, a „great custodian“ and a „competent 

worker.“59 However, he is not descended from a good family, „ekki var hann kynstórr 

maðr“, but he is close to the main antagonists of Egils saga – „en kærr mjǫk Eiríki konungi 

ok Gunnhildi dróttningu.“60 He behaves in a dishonest way when he denies Egill and his 

 
56 Egils saga, p. 11/12. „King Haraldr acquired for himself in every district all óðal-lands (inherited lands) 

and all other lands, inhabitated or uninhabitated, and likewise (all) the sea and lakes, and all free farmers 

should be his leaseholders, and also those who worked in the forests and the saltfarmers and the hunters 

and fishermen on both sea and land, they all were to be subjected to him. And from this tyranny many men 

fled away from the country [...]“ 
57 Vogt, Helle/Jón Viðar Sigurðsson: Inheritance and Transfer of landed property. The Material Fundament 

of the Elites, in: Bjørn Poulsen, Helle Vogt & Jón Viðar Sigurðsson [Eds.]: Nordic Elites in Transformation, 

c. 1050-1250, Vol. I, Routledge Abingdon 2019 pp. 107-129, p. 119. 
58 Or rather icier pastures in the case of Egils saga. 
59 Egils saga, p. 106. 
60 Egils saga, p. 106: „[A]nd loved much by king Eiríkr and queen Gunnhildr.“ 
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fellow travellers adequate hospitality by serving them only poor food. In this, he violates 

the social code; he becomes a matníðingr. Hávamál dictates to be a good host to guests:  

Elds er þǫrf, 

þeims inn er kominn 

ok á kné kalinn; 

matar ok váða 

er manni þǫrf,  

þeim er hefir um fjall farit.61 

By violating these social imperatives, Bárðr becomes the target of Egill‘s first act of 

magic in the saga. The catalyst of the events that follow is thus the breaking of the social 

code, the denial of hospitality. Egill responds by accusing the host of this violation. 

Instead of apologizing, Bárðr escalates the situation with treachery: the poisoning of a 

guest is an especially vile crime. Grágás has the following to say about murder: „It is 

prescribed that if a man murders a man, the penalty is outlawry. And it is murder if a man 

hides it or conceals the corpse or does not admit it.”62 Poison is a hidden method of killing, 

and, ideally, covert and therefore not admittable. 

The scene goes as follows:  

Dróttning ok Bárðr blǫnduðu þá drykinn ólyfjani ok báru þá inn; 

signdi Bárðr fullit, fekk síðan ǫlseljunni; fœrði hon Agli ok bað hann 

drekka. Egill brá þá knífi sínum ok stakk í lófa sér; hann tók við 

horninu ok reist á rúnar ok reið á blóðinu. Hann kvað: 

Rístum rún á horni, 

rjóðum spjǫll í dreyra, 

þau velk orð til eyrna 

óðs dýrs viðar róta; 

drekkum veig sem viljum 

vel glýjaðra þýja, 

vitum, hvé oss of eiri 

ǫl, þats Bárøðr signdi. 

Hornit sprakk í sundr, en drykkrinn fór niðr í hálm.63 

 
61 Hávamál Stanza 3, p. 322. „Fire is required / for them who have come in / and are cold at their knees; / 

food and clothing / men require / they who have travelled over mountains.“ 
62 Grágás I, Dennis, Foote, Perkins 1980, p. 146. 
63 Egils Saga, p. 108. „The queen and Bárðr mixed drink and poison and carried it inside; Bárðr blessed the 

full cup and the beermaid received it; she gave it to Egill and asked him to drink. Egill then brought up his 

knife and pierced the inside of his hand; he received the horn and carved runes into it and smeared them 

with the blood. He said: „We carved runes into the horn,/ reddened the spell in blood,/ I choose the words 
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The blessing (signa) of the horn invokes the religious or mythical sphere. It is sanctified 

as a part of the dísarblót. The crime committed by Gunnhildr and Bárðr therefore takes 

on an even more serious quality; to bless a poisoned drink is to involve higher beings, 

presumably the dísir, to which the feast is dedicated, in the crime. How Egill notices the 

crime is not alluded to – it is not very probable that the queen and Bárðr commit their 

treachery somewhere where they can be spotted by their victim. Therefore, some 

supernatural insight is implied. By contrast, Egill‘s next actions are performed in the 

open. He carves runes into the cup, smears them with his blood and speaks a verse – an 

act of poetry – and causes a physical event with it, the bursting of the horn.  

The scene takes place in a social setting. The reaction to the violation of social 

norms is an act of magical writing and an act of poetry, which in combination avert the 

attempted crime; afterwards, Egill slays the unhospitable host, though queen Gunnhildr, 

complicit in the crime, does not face retaliation. Her status prevents her from being 

attacked physically. Indeed, physical violence can only be forced upon opponents of the 

same societal status. The most important fact to note would be Egill‘s emphasis on the 

Bárðr‘s blessing of the beer in the last line of the poem. By blessing a poisonous drink, 

Bárðr not only commits a crime against the recipient of the cup, but also against the entity 

in whose name it was blessed. Whether this entity is invoked by Egill‘s verse to help to 

mitigate the danger is not clear, but as we shall see later, supernatural entities are invoked 

by Egill in other spells. 

The next instance of versemaking that involves magic is found in the legal conflict 

between Egill and Berg-Ǫnundr. The latter declines Egill‘s claims to the property of his 

wife‘s relatives in Norway, saying that „[...] Eiríkr konungr ok Gunnhildr dróttning hafa 

mér því heitit, at ek skal rétt hafa af hverju máli, þar er þeira ríki stendr yfir.“64 While it 

is questionable whether Egill‘s case is in the right, this disregard of any arguments by a 

non-elected arbitrator is not lawful, but tyrannical. Arinbjǫrn states as much earlier: „[...] 

er Gunnhildr inn mesti óvinr þinn, sem þú veizt áðr, ok mun hon ekki fýsa Ǫnund, at hann 

 
towards the ear‘s/ tree‘s root of the angry animal;/ we drink the strong drink as we want/ well from gleeful 

maids,/ we know, how with us will agree/ the beer that Bárðr blessed.“ The horn burst into pieces, and the 

drink went down in the straw.“ 
64 Egils saga, p. 155. „King Eiríkr and Queen Gunnhildr have told me this, that I shall have right in every 

case where their rule extends over.“ 
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geri greiða á málinu.“65 The outcome of his case is already preordained by the enmity of 

Gunnhildr. Thus, there is no chance for a lawful trial. 

 After Egill predictably loses the case against Berg-Ǫnundr, he kills him and raids 

his home and therefore gets his revenge for the unfair loss at the þing. Egill’s inability to 

directly retaliate against Eiríkr and Gunnhildr stems from the royal couple’s social status. 

At the þing, Egill answers king Eiríkr on his offer to a battle: “Ekki vill ek berjask við þik 

eða við ofrefli liðs, en fyrir jafnmiklum mǫnnum, þá mun ek eigi flýja, ef mér skal þess 

unna; mun ek ok at því gera engan mannamun.”66 Egill uses the word mannamun, which 

indicates his disregard of social prestige; however, he cannot use violence against the 

royal couple because of the infraction upon the social order of society this would cause. 

There is, however, another way of getting back at Eiríkr and Gunnhildr – the invocation 

of landvættir using a níðstöng to drive him out of the country: 

„Hann [Egill] tók í hǫnd sér heslistǫng ok gekk á bergsnǫs nǫkkura, 

þá er vissi til lands inn; þá tók hann hrosshǫfuð ok setti upp á 

stǫngina. Síðan veitti hann formála ok mælti svá: „Hér set ek upp 

níðstǫng, ok sný ek þessu níði á hǫnd Eiríki konungi ok Gunnhildi 

dróttningu,” – hann sneri hrosshǫfðinu inn á land, – “sný ek þessu níði 

á landvættir þær, er land þetta byggva, svá at allar fari þær villar vega, 

engi hendi né hitti sitt inni, fyrr en þær reka Eirík konung ok 

Gunnhildi ór landi.” Síðan skýtr hann stǫnginni niðr í bjargrifu ok lét 

þar standa; hann sneri ok hǫfðinu inn á land, en hann reist rúnar á 

stǫnginni, ok segja þær formála þenna allan.”67 

While the erection of a níðstöng is defined as an illegal act of slander and listed under 

poetry in Grágás, this is not the case here. While there is mention of formálar being 

spoken and written, this word has no connection to poetry. Instead, it is translated as 

formula or dictum. Though this could mean a magic formula, it does not have to be one 

per se. However, this scene makes it quite explicitly clear that Egill’s action is a magical 

 
65 Egils saga, p. 153: „Queen Gunnhildr is your biggest enemy, as you know from before, and she will not 

desire that Ǫnundr would do payment in the case.“ 
66 Egils saga, p. 158. „I don‘t want to fight against you or against superior numbers, but before an equal 

number of men I will not flee, if this shall be granted to me; I will do so without difference between men.“ 
67 Egils saga, p. 171. „He [Egill] took a stake of hazelwood and went to a certain rock ledge that pointed 

into the land; then he took a horse head and set it on top of the stake. Then he performed formulas and said 

this: „Here I set up a níð-pole, and I direct this níð towards the hand of king Eiríkr and queen Gunnhildr,“ 

– he turned the horse head towards the land – „I turn this níð towards those land spirits who inhabit the 

land, so that all shall go astray on their paths, so none may catch nor find their home before they have driven 

king Eiríkr and Gunnhildr out of the land.“ Then he pushed the pole down in a cleft of rock and let it stand 

there; he turned the head towards the land, and he carved runes on the pole, and they said all these formulas.“ 
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one. Firstly, the material used for the níðstöng has qualities which are supposed to help 

the intended changes of the status quo. The stake he uses is made of hazelwood, which 

has magical properties, as will be seen below. Since the erection of the níðstöng happens 

immediately after the raid on Berg-Ǫnundr’s farm, the horse head likely belonged to the 

slaughtered livestock: „Þeir ráku búfé til strandar ok hjuggu, báru á bátinn, sem hann tók 

við; fóru síðan leið sína ok reru út um eyjasund.”68 So while one of the two items has 

qualities that are connected to the supernatural, the other one is connected to the cause of 

revenge. Secondly, the whole process involves forcing supernatural entities to do Egill’s 

bidding, and thirdly, Egill carves runes on the pole just as in the first instance of magic 

(the neutralization of the poisonous cup). We can assume that again, Egill is reddening 

the carved runes with his blood, even though it is not mentioned here. The main issue 

here is that Egill’s action are only indirectly levied at the royal couple. The immediate 

targets of this spell are the landvættir. Richard Kieckhefer notes: „Magic tries to 

manipulate the spirits – or impersonal spiritual forces seen as flowing throughout nature 

– mechanically, in much the same way one might use electricity by turning it on and off. 

From this perspective the border between religion and magic becomes difficult to 

discern.“69 These spirits are cursed to wander aimless unless they do Egill‘s bidding, that 

is, to drive king Eiríkr out of the country. Their power to do so comes from their 

connection to the land – one might even think of them as the personification of the 

country. The níð is therefore not aimed directly at the king or the queen. A parallel to the 

horse head on the pole to influence the landvættir can be found in Landnámabók: „Þat 

var upphaf hinna heiðnu laga, at menn skyldu eigi hafa hǫfuðskip í haf, en ef þeir hefði, 

þá skyldi þeir af taka hǫfuð, áðr þeir kœmi í landsýn, og sigla eigi at landi með gapandi 

hǫfðum eða gínandi trjónum, svá at landvættir fælisk við.“70 While níð is often connotated 

with sexual shaming of its object, it is a far stretch to interpret this here as Bo Almqvist 

did: 

 
68 Egils saga, p. 169/170. „They drove the livestock to the beach and slaughtered it and carried on the ship 

what fit on it; then they went on their way and rowed out through the sound.“ 
69 Kieckhefer, Richard: Magic in the Middle Ages, Cambridge University Press Cambridge 2014, p. 15. 
70 Jakob Benediktsson [Ed.]: Landnámabók, IF I, Hið íslenzka Fornritafélag Reykjavík 1986, p.313. „That 

was the beginning of the heathen laws, that men should not have ship with prow-heads, and if they had, 

then they should they take off the heads before they came in sight of the land, and not sail towards the land 

with gaping heads or yawning muzzles, so that the landvættir would be frightened.“ 
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„Ett obscent inslag kan måhända i själva verket utläsas i sagans 

skildring sådan som den nu föreligger. Som så ofta eljest i magiska 

ceremonier kan delen enligt pars-pro-toto-principen symbolisera det 

hela. Mot bakgrunden av föreställningarna om hästars starka brunst 

kan då endera av de smädade eller båda enbart genom det uppresta 

huvudet tillvitas onaturliga lustar. Om djuret varit ett sto eller en 

hingst är av underordnad betydelse, eftersom nidet i detta fall riktar 

sig både mot en man (Eiríkr) och en kvinna (Gunnhildr).”71 

Almqvist concedes that it is difficult to define the concept of níð: „[...] man omöjligen 

kan fånga det norröna nidbegreppet i en enda entydig formel.“72 He argues that the 

concept of níð is not meant exclusively as a pure sexual connotation with ergi: „Till stor 

del består innehållet – eller andemeningen – av de grövsta tillvitelser man kunnat tänka 

sig; ett viktigt drag är att de smädade stämplas som föraktliga nidingar; vanligen, men ej 

undantagslöst, utmålas de också some sexuellt perversa.”73  

In Egils saga, the term níð is used most often as an insult or slander. When Egill 

challenges Berg-Ǫnundr to a duel, he does so with the threat that his opponent risks being 

„hvers manns níðingr“74 if he declines. Arinbjǫrn calls queen Gunnhildr‘s goading of 

Eiríkr to kill Egill níðingsverk.75 Eiríkr agrees after Egill‘s praise poem that to kill Egill 

while he is in Eiríkr‘s power would be such: „En ek gef þér nú hǫfuð þitt at sinni; fyrir 

þá sǫk, er þú gekkt á mitt vald, þá vil ek eigi gera níðingsverk á þér [...].“76 These are the 

only instances apart from the níðstöng in which the word is mentioned in Egils saga, and 

the context makes it clear that to be a níðingr is to be a social outcast. A níðingr deserves 

public scorn because they are dishonourable. It is the work of a níðingr to murder 

someone under hospitality. The níðstöng works in a similar way; but it is targeted at the 

landvættir. They are to be níðingar, that is, they are ostracized from their homes like 

outlaws until they do the bidding of Egill – to drive the royal couple out of their land. The 

king over the country uses his jurisdictional powers to outlaw, meaning exile, Egill. Egill 

uses the supernatural power of the níðstöng to exile the landvættir from their homes 

 
71 Almqvist, Bo: Norrön Niddiktning. Traditionshistorika studier i versmagi. With an english summary, 

Vol. I, Almqvist & Wiksell Stockholm 1965, p. 100.  
72 Almqvist 1965, p. 82. 
73 Almqvist 1965, p. 83. 
74 Egils saga, p. 158. „A níðingr to every man“. 
75 Egils saga, p. 181. 
76 Egils saga, p. 193. „And I give you now your head for this time; for the sake that you came in my power, 

I don‘t want to commit the crime of a níðingr on you [...].“ 
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unless they drive out, meaning exile, the king out of the country they hold supernatural 

power over.  

3.3 Níð as a legal formula 

 Preben Meulengracht-Sørensen writes the following about the ideological basis of 

níð: „It always conveys contempt, and its purpose is to expel the person concerned from 

the social community as unworthy; in this aspect, sexual symbolism was the strongest 

way of putting it.“77 However, „[...] the substance of níð is not sexual perversion [...]. Its 

meaning is moral.“78 He notes that there appears to be a set formula for níð in Vatnsdœla 

saga, Brennu-Njáls saga and Egils saga: „In Icelandic, the formula goes hann skal vera 

hvers manns níðingr og vera hvergi í samlagi góðra manna, hafa goða gremi, og 

griðníðings nafn ‚he is to be every man‘s níðingr and nowhere be in company with proper 

men, he shall incur the wrath of the gods and bear the name of griðníðingr (i.e. truce-

breaker)‘.“79 In Egils saga, part of this set phrase is found when Egill challenges Berg-

Ǫnundr: „Þá vil ek bjóða þér hólmgǫngu ok þat, at vit berimsk hér á þinginu; hafi sá fé 

þetta, lǫnd ok lausa aura, er sigr fær, en þú ver hvers manns níðingr, ef þú þorir eigi.“80 

Other traces of this níð-formula can be seen in the prose section including poetic 

alliteration with which Egill curses potential future landowners immediately afterwards: 

„[...] en hverjum manni, er þat gerir, legg ek við lǫgbrot landsréttar ok griðarof ok 

goðagremi.“81 Goðagremi and the mention of the violation of grið are exactly part of the 

níð-formula as put forth by Meulengracht-Sørensen. The omission of the exact term 

griðníðingr, which he translates as ‚truce-breaker‘ is explained by context. The part of 

the formula putting the níðingr outside of people‘s company – „vera hvergi í samlagi 

góðra manna“ – can be found during the erection of the níðstöng, when it is the landvættir 

who are cursed not to find their homes any more: „sný ek þessu níði á landvættir þær, er 

 
77 Meulengracht-Sørensen, Preben: The Unmanly Man. Concepts of sexual defamation in early Northern 

society, Odense University Press Odense 1983, p. 29. 
78 Meulengracht-Sørensen, Preben: Níð and the Sacred, in: Artikler. Udgivet i anledning af Preben 

Meulengracht Sørensens 60 års fødselsdag 1. marts 2000, pp. 78-88, p. 81. 
79 Meulengracht-Sørensen 1983, p. 30/31. 
80 Egils saga, p. 157/158. „Then I will offer you holmgang and that, that we fight here on the Þing; that one 

shall get the price, the lands and unfixed goods, who gets the victory, and you shall be a níðingr to every 

man, if you refuse.“ 
81 Egils saga, p. 158. „[...] and all men, who do that, I call you out for lawbreaking the land‘s laws and 

breaking the peace and on you the gods‘ wrath.“ 
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land þetta byggva, svá at allar fari þær villar vega, engi hendi né hitti sitt inni [...].“82 It is 

implied that the landvættir are cursed to wander alone, not able to have company in their 

homes, until they do Egill‘s bidding.  

Meulengracht-Sørensen defines níð as follows:  

The purpose of níð is to terminate a period of peace or accentuate a 

breach of the peace and isolate an opponent from society by declaring 

that he is unworthy to be a member. The man attacked must show that 

he is fit to remain in the community, by behaving as a man in the 

system of Norse ethics; that is to say, he must challenge his adversary 

to battle, or avenge himself by blood-revenge. The typical form of 

níð, or at any rate the most effective, was in verse; but judging by the 

laws and literary instances, prose of similar content had more or less 

the same effect.83 

This definition presents níð as a legal instrument. The relationship between two parties is 

governed by rules they both have to adhere to within society. Laws define what is 

acceptable behaviour among members of the society that has set these rules to protect 

members of this community.84 Níð makes it possible to evict the opponent from this 

protected status – if the other person is not honourable enough to be a member of society, 

he stands outside of it, which deprives him from all the guarantees of protection the laws 

provide. Therefore, the target of níð is made a valid target for otherwise legally forbidden 

actions. 

While much of the scholarship about níð has been focused on its connection to 

ergi, i.e. shameful sexual behaviour, níð in Egils saga seems to be more connected to the 

notion of placing the opponent into a position similar to an outlaw; that is, someone 

outside of honourable society. A clear argument for níð having definitive legal 

connections in Egils saga can be made when we look at some of the níð-verses spoken 

by Egill in more detail. He curses king Eiríkr after the Gulaþing with the following lines, 

as discussed above: 

 
82 Egils saga, p. 171. „I turn this níð towards those land spirits who inhabit the land, so that all shall go 

astray on their paths, so none may catch nor find their home.“ 
83 Meulengracht-Sørensen 1983, p. 32. 
84 „All free people enjoyed the same legal status but their immunity or right to legal redress might be 

diminished or lost by their own act. Their forfeit of immunity might be conditional (in relation to one or 

more specified persons or for a specified time and place) or absolute (i.e. anyone, anywhere and at any 

time, could do them hurt with legal impunity). Dennis, Foote, Perkins 1980, p. 7. 
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Svá skyldi goð gjalda, 

gram reki bǫnd af lǫndum, 

reið sé rǫgn ok Óðinn, 

r n míns féar h num; 

folkmýgi lát flýja, 

Freyr of Njǫrðr, af jǫrðum, 

leiðisk lofða stríði 

land ss, þanns vé grandar.85  

The listing of these gods is not arbitrary, since a similar formula can be found in 

Landnámabók: „Nefni ek í þat vætti, [...] at ek vinn eið at baugi, lǫgeið; hjálpi mér svá 

Freyr ok Njǫrðr ok hinn almáttki áss, sem ek mun svá sǫk þessa sœkja eða verja eða vitni 

bera eða kviðu eða dóma, sem ek veit réttast ok sannast ok helzt at lǫgum, ok ǫll lǫgmæt 

skil af hendi leysa, þau er undir mik koma, meðan ek em á þessu þingi.”86 This formula 

is also found in Brennu-Njáls saga: „Nefni ek í þat vætti, [...] at ek vinn eið at bók, lǫgeið, 

ok segi ek þat guði, at ek skal svá sǫk þessa sœkja sem ek veit sannast ok réttast ok helzt 

at lǫgum ok ǫll lǫgmæt skil af hendi inna, meðan ek em á þessu þingi.“87 The abundance 

of instances suggests that this was a common phrase used to take oaths at the þing; when 

Egill adapts this oath and curses the oathbreaker with it, it strengthens the accusation that 

the target of this verse is a law- and an oathbreaker, a griðníðingr. The use of distinct 

elements of legal formulas in Egill‘s níð makes it clear that níð has to be seen here as a 

tool of legal retribution; it is used because the law case at the þing was upended by the 

king and the queen, who put themselves out of reach of the rules of the court. Whether or 

not this oath-formula is a literary invention is irrelevant for the case in point – Egill‘s níð 

is based on legal formulas that were understood as such by the audience. 

Another instance of verse connected to legal matters is Tryggðamál. Elizabeth 

Jackson writes:  

 
85 Egils saga, p. 163. „Such shall the gods repay/ his theft of my possessions/ wrathful shall be the gods and 

Óðinn/ the gods shall drive the king from the lands;/ Let the people‘s oppressor fly/ Freyr and Njörðr, from 

the earth,/ detest the man‘s enemy, / land-Áss, the one who damaged the sanctuary. 
86 Landnámabók, ÍF I, p. 315. „I call that to witness, that I swear an oath on the ring, a law-oath; so help 

me Freyr and Njǫrðr and the almighty Áss, that I will pursue this legal case and defend or bear witness or 

carry a verdict or judgment, as I know truest and rightest and fully in accordance to the law, and all 

according to the law shall from my hand be solved, all they which come in front of me, while I am on this 

þing.“ 
87 Brennu-Njáls saga, p. 380. „I call that to witness, that I swear an oath on a book, a law-oath, and I say 

that to God, that I shall pursue this case as I know truest and rightest and wholly according to the law and 

all according to the law shall from my hand be solved, while I am on this þing.“ 
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Tryggðamál is a mixture of a prosaic, practical, legal text with a 

definite function, and a series of varying, almost poetic, mnemonic 

elaborations, one of which at least seems to be of ancient origin [...]. 

Parallels and connections with Old English and Old Frisian texts and 

with the Russian Primary Chronicle suggest that it might be possible 

to trace fragments of Tryggðamál back to an origin in Common 

Germanic oral literature and to see a progression through various 

stages, including incorporation into a very early version of 

Tryggðamál in Norway, oral transmission to Iceland, post conversion 

Christianisation, eventual arrival in the written record and, ultimately, 

use in literary contexts.88 

Tryggðamál is used in literary contexts in Grettis saga and Heiðarvíga saga. There is 

another legal formula cursing the oathbreaker named Griðamál, which also appears in 

these sagas. The parts of these formulas that are interesting concerning Egils saga are as 

follows:  

En sá ykkar, 

er gengr á gǫrvar sáttir 

eða vegr á veittar tryggðir – 

þá skal hann  

svá víða vargr, 

rækr ok rekinn [...] 

hann skal firrask 

kirkiur ok kristna menn, 

guðs hús ok guma 

heim hvern nema helvíti.89 

In Griðamál, the following section is of interest: 

Iǫrð heldr griðum upp, 

ok himinn varðar fyrir ofan, 

hafit fyrir útan, 

er liggr um lǫnd ǫll. 

En milli þessa endimarka þrífisk sá maðr hvergi, er þessi grið rýfr, er 

nú váru nefnd. Hafi sá þá byrði, er hann bindr sér siálfr; enn þat er 

guðs gremi ok griðbíts nafn.90 

 
88 Jackson, Elizabeth: Old Icelandic Truce Formulas (Tryggðamál), Viking Society for Northern Research 

London 2016, p. 3. 
89 Vogt, Walther Heinrich: Altnorwegens Urfehdebann und der Geleitschwur. Tryggðamál und Griðamál. 

Hermann Böhlaus Nachfahren Weimar 1936, p. 170/172. After Grágás Konungsbók chapter 115. „And the 

one of you/ who goes against the agreed settlement/ or breaks the offered guarantees/ then he shall/ 

everywhere as a wolf/ be chased and hunted. [...] He shall stay away from/ churches and Christian men/ 

God‘s houses and men‘s/ at home nowhere except hell.“ 
90 Ibid., p. 193. After AM 671 B 4°. „The earth holds up contracts/ and the heaven watches from above/ the 

sea from outside/ which lies around all land. And between these ends shall that man prosper nowhere, who 
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Griðbítr here is a synonym to griðníðingr.91 Tryggðamál defines the oathbreaker as vargr, 

a wolf. Walther Heinrich Vogt interprets this as „deprivation of humanity“ and as „ban 

from houses and caves“.92 The reference to caves could be understood as pointing to 

outlaws who were assumed to seek shelter in rock shelters. This ban from society is 

spelled out in more explicit form – the house of God, as in the Christian community, is 

barred for the oathbreaker, and he is cast out. Bernt Øyvind Thorvaldsen analyses: „[...] 

[T]he oath-breaker in the legal formulas is considered a disruptive person unworthy of 

the company of men. He will be driven away from all places except hell, and the wrath 

of both men and God will turn against him and lead to misfortune (in the form of total 

socioreligious expulsion).”93
 This ‘total socioreligious expulsion’ is the most drastic of 

sanctions possible. While the Christian tone is of course not reflected in Egils saga, the 

part of Tryggðamál found in Grettis saga includes references to heathen farmers, and 

considering its old age, it is not a stretch to assume that this truce formula was adapted 

during the conversion period. Important is the expulsion from society. The specific 

wording finds its expression in Egils saga when Egill curses the landvættir: „[...] sný ek 

þessu níði á landvættir þær, er land þetta byggva, svá at allar fari þær villar vega, engi 

hendi né hitti sitt inni [...]“94 While the land spirits did not break any societal rules (how 

could they?), they are nevertheless hit with the vargr-status by Egill‘s curse. They are 

barred from their own houses and caves, meaning their supposed society, unless they do 

Egill‘s bidding. The reason why Egill is able to do this can be explained with Griðamál. 

Nature is being called upon as guarantor for the upholding of the legal order; land, heaven 

and sea are the reference frame in which the legal oath holds power. This makes the spirits 

of the land responsible if there is blatant disregard of the law; while nature might 

sometimes be the embodiment of chaos and un-law, here it is the basis for laws to be 

applicable. If Eiríkr is able to violate the legal order, it is only because the reference frame, 

i.e. the higher order, fails to hold him accountable; therefore the embodiments of nature, 

 
breaks this truce, which now was pronounced. This one has this burden, to which he has bound himself; 

and that is God‘s wrath and the name of peace-biter (griðníðingr).“ 
91 Baetke, Walter: Wörterbuch zur altnordischen Prosaliteratur, Vierte Auflage, p. 211. 
92 Ibid., p. 136. 
93 Thorvaldsen, Bernt Øyvind: The níðingr and the wolf. Viking and Medieval Scandinavia 7 (2011) pp. 

171-196, p. 192. 
94 Egils saga, p. 171. „[...] I turn this níð towards those land spirits who inhabit the land, so that all shall go 

astray on their paths, so none may catch nor find their home [...].“ 
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the landvættir, have become oathbreakers themselves. This is why Egill is able to curse 

them with his níð; he declares them vargar, unfit to dwell within their ancestral abodes.  

 The word gremi from the quoted passage of Griðamál is of particular interest. It 

is again found in a Christianized form as „guðs gremi“, God‘s wrath. The oathbreaker 

shall incur God‘s wrath and carries henceforth the designation of griðbítr, which Walter 

Baetke as well as Geir Tómasson Zoëga see as a synonym for griðníðingr.95 The word 

appears only in a few instances in Old Norse literature – the dictionary of Old Norse Prose 

lists them as follows: Helgakviða Hundingsbana 1, 12; Lokasenna 21; Heiðarvígasaga 

chapter 33; Vatnsdœla saga chapter 33; Grágás I, 205 and Egils saga.96 It is no 

coincidence that Heiðarvíga saga and Grágás are among them, since these are the texts 

with the original pieces of Tryggðamál and Griðamál, and Vatnsdœla saga clearly refers 

to the same formula: „[...] en ef nǫkkurir koma eigi, þá skal þeim reisa níð með þeim 

formála, at hann skal vera hvers manns níðingr ok vera hvergi í samlagi góðra manna, 

hafa goða gremi ok griðníðings nafn.“97 The cases of Helgakviða Hundingsbana and 

Lokasenna refer to the wrath of Óðinn and Gefjon respectively and are Eddic poetry; 

these are the only two occasions where the word does not appear in a context of law or 

níð. In saga literature, it only appears while referring to the old legal truce formulas of 

Griðamál. When Meulengracht-Sørensen writes that „[r]ecognized idioms of this kind 

presumably served as challenges, as here [referring to Vatnsdœla saga] to single 

combat“,98 then he is omitting this very crucial part. Níð in these instances is also a legal 

term; it is based on known legal formulas and used to define the opponent in legal 

categories as a vargr, i.e. a griðníðingr. This is exactly what Egill does; since the normal 

legal assembly cannot deal with the crisis of a protégé of a tyrannical king, he is forced 

to resort to níð in order to have recourse against his opponents.  

 
95 Baetke 1987, p. 211. Geir Tómasson Zoëga: A Concise Dictionary of Old Icelandic, University of 

Toronto Press Toronto 2004, p. 172. 
96 https://onp.ku.dk/onp/onp.php?o28627 [accessed 04.03.2021] 
97 Vatnsdœla saga, Einar Ólafur Sveinsson [Ed.], ÍF VIII, Hið íslenzka Fornritafélag Reykjavík 1939, p. 

88/89. „[...] And if someone does not come, then shall towards them níð be raised with the formula that he 

shall be every man‘s níðingr and nowhere be in companionship with good men, (and shall) have the wrath 

of the gods and the name of contract-breaker (griðníðingr) 
98 Meulengracht-Sørensen 1983, p. 31.  

https://onp.ku.dk/onp/onp.php?o28627
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3.4 Níð, law and the supernatural  

 The involvement of the gods‘ wrath – goða gremi – is derived from the legal 

formula of Griðamál, as seen above. However, there are other instances of invoking the 

supernatural in níð. Meulengracht-Sørensen points out a passage in Fóstbræðra saga in 

which a dying man is cursed with níð, describing him in his death throes as having goðfjón 

upon him. He translates this as „what causes the hatred of the gods”. He writes: „[...] the 

sacred is invoked in the stanza. The man’s disgusting shame causes the hatred of the gods. 

Not only the social order, but also the divine is violated by his behaviour.”99 

Cleasby/Vígfússon give as translation for fjón „hatred; an obsolete word, occurs in old 

prose in the phrase, reka e-n fjónum, to persecute” and for the compositum „guð-fjón, an 

abomination, that which drives the gods away”.100 In the use of ‘to persecute’, it has 

connections to legal proceedings, and the compositum is even more drastic than the given 

translation. What is interesting here is the similarity of goðfjón and vargr. In Tryggðamál, 

we read:  

„[...] þá skal hann 

svá víða vargr, 

rækr ok rekinn, 

sem menn víðast varga reka [...]”101 

While reka e-n fjónum sets fjón into the dative, it corresponds to the same meaning of 

persecution from society. In the Staðarhólsbók recension of Grágás, the passage reads as 

„[...] þá skal sá 

rekinn vera 

frá guði ok frá allri guðs kristni, 

svá víða sem menn víðast varga reka [...]“102 

The passage contains a very similar meaning to goðfjón, that is, one who drives God away 

and who is also driven away from the Christian world. The legal category of oath-

breaking gets extended to a mythological category; the punishment for oath-breaking and 

 
99 Meulengracht-Sørensen 2000, p.83. 
100 Cleasby, Richard; Guðbrandur Vigfússon: An Icelandic-English Dictionary, Clarendon Press Oxford 

1874, p. 157. 
101 Vogt 1936, p. 170. After Grágás Kónungsbók chapter 115. „then he shall/ as far as the wolf/ be chased 

and be driven/ as men farthest drive away wolves“ 
102 Ibid. „then this one shall/ be driven/ from God and all God‘s Christians/ as far as men farthest drive 

away wolves.“ 
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law-breaking is to become a vargr, a wolf, a being that has no place in civilized society 

and is scorned by God. This, of course, coincides with the Old Norse world model which 

Kirsten Hastrup identified as the innangarðs/útangarðs dichotomy (as described above). 

To be placed outside of society is to be a being of chaos; the outlaw takes on mythological 

traits as he lives with the giants and trǫll now. The execration of the legal formulas is the 

same as níð, which works on the level of the individual. The difference is only the 

authority under which the curse is cast: „German outlawry formulas are nothing else than 

curses, given outward power by the authority of a judge, while the curses of individuals 

utilise the consuming power of magic for help [...].“103 Although Lucie Korecká calls the 

law a „non-magical and non-mythological matter“, she admits that Griðamál and 

Tryggðamál „almost resemble incantations or magical formulas, and their meaning 

actually equals a curse to anyone who would break the oath.“104  

This similarity between legal power and magical power had been noticed even at 

the time Egils saga was composed. Nicolas Meylan identifies two different discourses of 

magic in Old Norse literature: condemnatory and power-oriented ones.105 He writes: 

„These poems [Eddic poetry] represent magic as an activity of members of the social 

elite, be they demiurges such as Óðinn and Rígr or human leaders, earls, kings, or the 

Germanic hero Sigurðr Fáfnisbani and the distinguished ladies around him. It is possible 

to read magic as one of the (if not the only) means by which they achieved their position 

of power.“106 The níð which Egill casts against the royal couple is meant to have the same 

consequences as a judgment in a law case: banishment and outlawry. This structure 

reappears when Gunnhildr casts her seiðr-magic: „Svá er sagt, at Gunnhildr lét seið efla 

ok lét þat seiða, at Egill Skalla-Grímsson skyldi aldri ró bíða á Íslandi, fyrr en hon sæi 

hann.“107 Here, the tables have turned against the Eiríkr and Gunnhildr. Egill‘s curse 

worked; they are in exile in York and have thus suffered a loss of power. To get a chance 

at retribution, Gunnhildr resorts to magic; the stated goal is to banish Egill from Iceland 

 
103 Uhland, Ludwig: Schriften zur Geschichte der Dichtung und Sage, Vol. III, Gotta Stuttgart 1866, p. 273. 

„Auch deutsche Verfemungsformeln sind nichts Andres als Verwünschungen, von einer richterlichen 

Gewalt ausgehend, die ihnen äußerlich Kraft geben kann, während die Flüche Einzelner die verzehrende 

Macht des Zaubers zu Hülfe [sic] nehmen [...].“ 
104 Korecká 2019, p. 279. 
105 Meylan, Nicolas: Magic and Kingship in Medieval Iceland. The Construction of a Discourse of Political 

Resistance, Brepols Turnhout 2014, p. 94. 
106 Ibid., p. 106/107. 
107 Egils saga, p. 176. „That is said, that Gunnhildr let perform seiðr and let work a spell for this, that Egill 

Skalla-Grímsson should never feel peace on Iceland, before she would not see him.“ 
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until he moves himself into her domain of power and influence once again. Egill resorts 

to magic because his legal power can not reach the royal couple; his recourse is a níð-

ritual that aims to accomplish the same outcome as a law case. When Gunnhildr casts a 

spell explicitly described as magic to make Egill appear in her domain of power, it is the 

exact mirrored opposite of this action. Gunnhildr does not lack power in her domain, but 

the target of her wrath is not available. She does not exile Egill, but summons him instead 

by means of a temporary exile from his home. Both of these instances deal with a lack of 

power and how to overcome it through magical means. The legal connection is inverted 

respectively. While Egill uses language associated with the cosmic order and law 

formulas, Gunnhildr‘s sorcery is called seiðr, and no details are mentioned. There is no 

legal justification for her sorcery, as opposite to Egill‘s. She does not seek justice for legal 

claims; Egils saga makes it clear that she is contemptuous of the þing and does not accept 

the boundaries of the law. Gunnhildr‘s seiðr therefore is chaotic and evil, while Egill‘s 

magic is used for the greater order of society and therefore not reprehensible. While much 

of the explanation of the saga‘s treatment of Egill‘s magic has been based on the location 

of the sorcery – that the use of magic is acceptable because of Norway‘s role as a form of 

Útgarðr compared to Iceland‘s innangarðr108 – this law-orientated perspective does a 

better job at interpreting the role of magic in Egils saga. Magic is used as a tool similar 

to poetry or legal cases.  

Another instance of magic supports this assumption of magic being treated as a 

neutral mechanism. During an episode when Egill travels to Finnmǫrk, he stays with the 

farmer Þorfinnr whose daughter Helga has fallen ill. In her bed, Egill discovers a whale-

bone with badly written love runes on it: „Síðan rannsakaði hann rúmit, er hon hafði hvílt 

í, ok þar fann hann tálkn, ok váru þar á rúnarnar.“109 He scratches them out and burns the 

whalebone, after which he speaks a stanza:  

Skalat maðr rúnar rísta, 

nema ráða vel kunni, 

 
108 Meylan 2014, p. 153: „It might thus be argued that Norway, again from the perspective of Egill, has 

really become Útgarðr, domain of monsters (such as Queen Gunnhildr and Atli) and monstrous actions 

(lies, poisoning, erotic magic). It is there that magic belongs, there the hero can safely practice this otherwise 

unacceptable skill. In such a place, condemnatory discourses do not (cannot) apply to Egill, only power-

oriented ones.“  
109 Egils saga, p. 229. „Then he ransacked the bed in which she had dwelt in, and there he found a whale-

bone, and on it where the runes.“ 
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þat verðr mǫrgum manni, 

es of myrkvan staf villisk; 

sák á telgðu talkni 

tíu launstafi ristna, 

þat hefr lauka lindi 

langs ofrtrega fengit.110 

He then carves runes on his own and places them in the daughter‘s bed, after which Helga 

recovers quickly. Here, magic is a neutral tool; if not used by a well-versed practitioner, 

a professional, it causes suffering, but it can also be used to remedy the situation again.  

3.5 Hofshelgi, þinghelgi and grið – localized peace 

 The concept of very localized areas of required peace is very prevalent in Egils 

saga. Indeed, the first instance of magic in the saga coincides with one of these; the idea 

of hospitality and protection in a host‘s house is infringed upon by Atleyar-Bárðr and 

Gunnhildr. Once again, these basic rules of conduct are found in Hávamál:  

Rádumk þér, Loddfáfnir 

en þú ráð nemir, - 

njóta mundu, ef þú nemr, 

þér mundu góð, ef þú getr -: 

at háði né hlátri 

hafðu aldregi 

gest né ganganda.111 

It can be argued whether Bárðr is obligated to extend the same courtesies to Egill and his 

men as he does to the king and his retinue, but refusal to do so makes him seem petty and 

miserly. Bárðr is lying about his capability to wine and dine his guests, and it is only the 

king who reminds him of the correct behavior: „Hverir eru gestir þeir,“ segir konungr, „er 

hann lætr sér þat skyldara en vera inni hér hjá oss? [...] Gangi eptir þeim sem tíðast ok 

kalli þá inn hingat [...].“112 The king exhibits correct behavior as a gracious host, while 

Bárðr is a matníðingr. Egill calls him out with an insulting verse which leads to the 

poisoning attempt and the killing of Bárðr. The whole scene plays out because of the 

 
110 Egils saga, p. 230. „A man should not carve runes/ unless to devise (them) well-knowing,/ many men 

will be/ led astray by dark staves;/ I saw on the whalebone scratched/ ten secret runes carved,/ that has the 

lime-tree of the leek (the woman)/ long much sorrow brought.“ 
111 Hávamál Stanza 132, p. 348. „I advise thee, Loddfáfnir/ if you want to accept advice/ it will benefit you, 

if you take it/ it will do you well, if you receive it -:/ neither taunts nor mockery/ have ever/ for guests nor 

wanderers.“ 
112 Egils saga, p. 107. „Who are those guests,“ says the king, „who he lets himself be obligated to rather 

than be in here with us? [...] Go after them as quick as possible and call them to come hither.“ 
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assumption that there is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour on how to deal with 

guests in one‘s home. The issue here is one of perspective: from Egill‘s perspective, Bárðr 

is a deceitful matníðingr, which warrants an insulting verse; for Gunnhildr, Egill exhibits 

unacceptable behavior as a guest insulting the host. The poisoning escalates the situation 

for Egill; the host has now given up on the most basic rules of hospitality and attempts to 

murder the guest, which in turn justifies deadly violence. While hospitality might not be 

an explicitly legislated „localized peace“, the model of breaking social rules turning the 

offender into a níðingr which allows extreme forms of retribution is already fully 

developed. While there is no infraction upon legal statutes, the miserly behavior violates 

ethical conduct. The question is whether the difference between ethical and legal conduct 

is actually one that would be made in terms of Old Norse culture.   

 Far stronger is the example of the hofshelgi in Egils saga. When Gunnhildr sends 

assassins to strike at Egill and his brother, they decide to strike in an area of legal, 

localized religious peace: „Þá hljóp Eyvindr upp ok brá saxi einu ok lagði á Þorvaldi, svá 

at þat var œrit bánasár; síðan hljópu upp hvárirtveggju, konungsmenn ok húskarlar Þóris, 

en menn váru allir vápnlausir inni; því at þar var hofshelgi, ok gengu menn í milli ok 

skilðu þá, er óðastir váru; varð þá ekki fleira til tíðenda þat kveld. Eyvindr hafði vegit í 

véum, ok var hann vargr orðinn, ok varð hann þegar brott at fara.[...] Eiríkr konungr ok 

þau Gunnhildr sendu Eyvind suðr til Danmerkr til Haralds konungs Gormssonar, því at 

hann mátti þá eigi veri í norrœnum lǫgum [...].“113 The area of the gathering for the 

sacrifice is under special legal protection; violence is forbidden there, as evidenced by the 

ban on weapons. This localized area is, of course, a religious one and called vé – sanctuary 

– by the text; the breaking of the legal peace makes Eyvindr a vargr who has to leave the 

land immediately afterwards, lest he will be the target of harsh retaliation. He casts 

himself outside of society – here synonymous with norrœn lǫg, the Norwegian law. The 

vargr is a law term; the wolf is used as an allegory for the criminal that has to be exiled 

from society, just like the animal that has to be driven off from farmer‘s lands. Bernt 

 
113 Egils saga, p. 126. „Then Eyvindr sprang up and swung a short sword and hit Þorvaldr such, that it was 

enough for a death wound; then both of the parties sprang up, the king‘s men and the housekarls of Þórir, 

but the men were all weaponless inside, because there was the temple-peace, and men went in between and 

separated those who were the most enraged; and then there was no more as news that evening. Eyvindr had 

killed in the sanctuary, and he had become a vargr, and he immediately went away. [...] King Eiríkr and 

Gunnhildr sent Eyvindr south to Denmark to king Haraldr Gormsson, because he could not be in the area 

of Norwegian laws anymore [...].“ 
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Øystein Thorvaldsen even argues that the word might only later have assumed the 

meaning „wolf“: „A glance at at the etymological material may suggest that the word and 

its relatives originally referred to criminals and condemned people, and that it later gained 

meaning as a reference to the animal.“114 The word can be found in the before mentioned 

Tryggðamál-formula.  

The þing itself also constitutes an area of localized peace. Egill comes to the 

Gulaþing to present his case concerning the inheritance of his wife. The place of the þing 

is described as following: „En þar er dómrinn var settr, var vǫllr sléttr ok settar niðr 

heslistengr í vǫllinn í hring, en lǫgð um útan snœri umhverfis; váru þat kǫlluð vébǫnd 

[...].“115 The term vébǫnd is used particularly for the location of the þing which is 

demarked by these bands. The word vé means ‚sanctuary‘ and can be understood as 

similar to the consecrated nature of the churchyard; for both cases, the place of the þing 

and the church, it consisted of an imperative to leave weapons outside of this area of 

localized peace. The borders between political places of power – i.e. a þing – and cultic 

places of importance are not always very distinct: „The political and economical 

significance of a location can be the reason for the establishment of a cultic place, just as 

in reverse the religious attractiveness of a location might give cause for the development 

of political and economical centres.“116 Clunies-Ross also sees the þing as a sort of cultic 

place: „The centrality and sanctity accorded to the legal meeting place or þing, the 

importance of travelling there on a regular basis, and the significance of the divine 

lawgivers themselves all find their counterparts in the role of the law, law courts and 

lawmen in medieval Icelandic society, with its central and regional þing system.“117 

While the word vé with its connections to religious concepts is used, an equivalent legal 

word griðastaðr exists. As seen, the word grið is also used by Egill and is part of the 

greater complex of acceptable behavior in society. John Lindow in his analysis of the 

question of vengeance for the murder of the god Baldr translates grið as “assurances of 

 
114 Thorvaldsen 2011, p. 185. 
115 Egils saga, p. 154. „And there where the court was set was a plain field and poles of hazelwood were set 

down on the field in a circle, and around them was placed string; these were called the bands of sanctuary.“ 
116 Hultgård, A.: Religion, in: Hoops, Johannes [Ed.]: RGA 24, p. 429-457, p. 443. „Die polit. und 

wirtschaftl. Bedeutung eines Ortes kann Grund für die Etablierung eines Kultplatzes sein, wie auch 

umgekehrt die relig. Anziehungskraft eines Kultplatzes den Anlaß für die Entwicklung polit. und 

ökonomischer Zentren gibt.“ 
117 Clunies Ross, Margaret: Prolongued Echoes. Old Norse myths in medieval Northern society. Vol. 2: 

The reception of Norse myths in medieval Iceland, Odense University Press Odense 1998, p. 187. 
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non-aggression”.118 He argues that Snorri Sturluson used the word griðastaðr to describe 

“asylum or sanctuary” – which would correspond to vé – and notes that it is not used in 

Grágás at all, but only found in Norwegian diplomas.119 

The mention of the heslistǫng, poles made out of hazelwood, furthers this 

assumption; hazelwood has mythological and religious qualities: „In old Germanic courts 

of law and in battle lines, its shrubs have an important use for enclosure of a location 

under divine protection, on which justice was to be found either through judgement or 

through weapons.“120 This use of hazelwood before combat can also be found in Egils 

saga, namely before the battle of Vínheiðr: „En þat var þá siðr, þegar konungi var vǫllr 

haslaðr, at hann skyldi eigi herja at skammlausu, fyrr en orrostu væri lokit [...].“121 

Hazelwood is also used here to make the harrying a social taboo. The reasons for this 

cannot be of purely legal quality, for it concerns kings in warfare. They stand outside of 

the sphere of the common law; there are no legal provisions about warfare. They must be 

found in a superordinate moral system instead – through sacred authority, as in a divine 

dispensation. The sacral nature of the þing is restated later in the saga when, upon getting 

to know old Egill‘s attempts to mock the Alþingi, his niece Þordís says „[þ]at skal aldrig 

verða, at hann komi þessu fram, svá miklum firnum.“122 Firn may be translated as simple 

‚crime‘, but ‚sacrilege‘ is also a valid interpretation and would fit in line with the previous 

observations. 

 These locations of peace – or griðastaðar – are named with special emphasis in 

Tryggðamál:  

It skuluð vera menn 

sáttir ok samværir 

at ǫldri ok at áti, 

 
118 Lindow 1997, p. 131. 
119 Ibid., p. 132. 
120 Weinhold, Kurt: Über die Bedeutung des Haselstrauchs im altgermanischen Kultus und Zauberwesen, 

in: Zeitschrift des Vereins für Volkskunde 11 (1901), pp. 1-16, p. 3. „Ihre Stauden haben in den 

altgermanischen Gerichtsversammlungen und in den Kampfordnungen eine wichtige Verwendung zur 

Umhegung des unter göttlichen Schutz gestellten Platzes, auf dem das Recht, sei es durch Urteil, sei es 

durch Waffen, gefunden werden sollte.“ 
121 Egils saga, p. 132. „And this was custom then, when for a king a field was hazeled, that he could not 

harry without ignominy before the battle was finished.“ 
122 Egils saga, p. 297. „That can never happen, that he goes forward with this, such a big sacrilege.“ 
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á þingi ok á þióðstefnu, 

at kirkna sókn ok í konungs húsi [...]123 

These are the places for which special importance is put on having a localized peace. 

They follow the circumstances of broken peace in Egils saga: Carousal and feast 

correspond to the hospitality at the dísarblót with the attempt on Egill‘s life and his violent 

retribution, the þing or the general assembly is disturbed by queen Gunnhildr‘s hostility 

when she breaks up the Gulaþing and the church visit is covered by the assassination 

attempt in the hofshelgi. Interestingly, the king‘s house also appears in Egils saga when 

Egill visits the royal couple in York, and the king honours the grið. Egill and the king are 

not agreed and therefore are not committed to being agreeable, but nevertheless the king 

shows honourable behavior in this case. Of course there is no grið established between 

them since the king is above the legal reconciliation, but it could be argued that the normal 

state between Egill and Eiríkr is reestablished after Eiríkr gets struck with goðagremi and 

left Norway for the British isles. Eiríkr is a king and the rules about outcasts in exile can‘t 

apply to him – the whole reason for his flight from Norway is his defiance of legal 

boundaries as exclaimed by the saga with Egill‘s curse. In this state of reinstated 

normalcy, the king adheres to the rules; he respects the rules about not killing Egill at 

night, for this would constitute murder – likewise, he follows the imperative of peace 

between two opposing parties as set out in Tryggðamál.  

 
123 Grágás kónungsbók §115, quoted from Vogt 1936, p. 168. „Thou shalt be men/ agreed and agreeable/ 

at carousal and feast,/ at the þing and in the national assembly,/ at parish churches and the king‘s house 

[...]“ 
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4 Conclusion 

The concepts of law, magic and poetry interact in several ways in Egils saga 

Skalla-Grímssonar. The poetic form is used, not only for strengthening legal oaths, but 

also in the collection of legal provisions known as Grágás. Whil Grágás provides laws 

for dealing with poetry, it itself contains truce formulas in poetic form. These truce 

formulas of Tryggðamál and Griðamál were known by the author and worked into the 

basic plot of legal conflict of the saga. Poetry also works as the foundation for the 

performance of magic in Egils saga; the erection of the níðstöng is accompanied by 

poetry. Egill spells out magical curses of banishment in meter, and the result is 

remarkably similar to legal exile. What all these instances have in common is the recalling 

of a time before the written law. Egill appeals to supernatural authorities to uphold a 

cosmic order which takes precedence before human-made laws which are not enforcable 

against the king. If taken further, this cosmic order is one that is exemplified in Norse 

mythology – the forces of order against cosmic chaos as in gods fighting against giants. 

If Hávamál is a poem about ethical behavior within Old Norse society, it could be seen 

as a form of proto-law. The defining element of a law is its prescription of penal 

consequence, which is, of course, missing for Hávamál. However, there were strong 

extra-legal provisions for sanctioning immoral behavior by placing the offender outside 

of human society, i.e. declaring the individual as níðingr. Some of these grounds for 

expelling anti-social individuals can be found in the truce formulas and are according to 

Jackson of ancient, common Germanic origin.  

The appeal to divine authority as the ultimate foundation for law is consistent with the 

innangarðs-utangarðs dichotomy as formulated by Hastrup and Clunies-Ross. As it can 

be found in Tryggðamál and Griðamál, it predates law traditions as put forth by the 

Christian Church or royal authority as basis for the validity of the law. The supernatural 

or divine order is the source for structure of society; the order/chaos dichotomy at the 

heart of Old Norse myth finds its expression in the establishment of legal structures. 

Njáll‘s words „[...] með lǫgum skal land várt byggja, en með ólǫgum eyða.“ are the purest 

expression of this mythological foundation. The absence of law destroys society and turns 

it into a state of mythological chaos.  

 Egils saga‘s conflict between Eiríkr and Egill is based on this very idea. Arguably, 

it is also the driving conflict in the early part of the saga, when Kveld-Úlfr and king 
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Haraldr hárfagri clash. Egils saga stylizes the conflict between individual and a tyrannical 

– e.g. not adhering to ancient law – king to a foundation myth of Iceland as an island of 

order compared to the Norwegian chaos wastes. With the disappearance of petty kings 

and their reliance on their retainers as depicted by the saga with the figure of Haraldr 

hárfagri comes the problem of untouchability of the royal figure. The king can break up 

the þing-court, as shown in the Gulaþing episode in Egils saga, and act against established 

traditions and can‘t be held accountable.  

Nicolas Meylan discusses magic in the Old Norse saga corpus as a „discourse of 

power“. For him, the depiction of magic in the sagas can be classified as discriminatory 

ones and power-oriented ones, as quoted above. In the case of Egils saga, both aspects 

can be found. While there is clear disapproval of magic in the case of Gunnhildr (and in 

a minor episode in which Egill annulls a love charm made by an amateurish practitioner), 

Egill‘s own use of magic is depicted as positive. The negative portrayal of magic falls 

together with the ideological goals of the saga: „Like origin myths, they construct a social 

order that is presented as natural and immutable and thus absolutely closed to 

contestation. It may then be that the presence of discourses of magic in these narratives 

does not simply reflect a literary topos, but rather actively serves particular (extratextual) 

goals.“124 The social order follows the mythological order with its civilization/chaos 

dichotomy. Offenders against that social order are depicted negatively. While Haraldr 

hárfagri in Egils saga does not employ magic, he upends the social order and is utilized 

as the fundamental reason for the settlement of Iceland. Eiríkr and Gunnhildr continue in 

this tradition; however, they ultimately fail as rulers of Norway and have to flee to 

England instead. Their failure is explained by the utilization of magic by Egill, who 

assumes a role of a defender of the legal and cosmic order in the saga. The depiction of 

magic is therefore removed from the actual legal provisions of the time: „It appears that 

in twelfth- to fourteenth century Iceland, discourses of magic could very well function as 

ideological instruments employed by the dominant class to advance their own pretensions 

and interests. Not only could magic be used to ‚excuse‘ the elite‘s misfortunes, but more 

importantly it offered an effective way to remove any threat to the social order, either by 

removing the offending elements or by rewriting history in order to justify the 

 
124 Meylan 2014, p. 65. 
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contemporary dominant faction‘s position. In such a context, the particulars of magic 

themselves were of little importance.“125 

The particulars of magic in Egils saga are of importance, though. What is so 

peculiar about them is that Egill‘s magic is consistent with the various extant poetic texts 

with legal content that predate the Viking Age. His curses contain references to 

Tryggðamál and Griðamál, and the stages of the main conflict between Egill and Eiríkr 

are exactly those for which Tryggðamál postulates special peace observances. The feast, 

the religious gathering, the þing and the king‘s hall are specifically mentioned in the truce 

formula for their special function as localized peace areas, and it is unlikely that those 

exact locations are used for the main conflict of Egils saga by chance. Egils saga is 

constructed with specific references to these legal formulas and uses them to elevate the 

personal conflict between the protagonist and the Norwegian royal couple to a struggle 

between order and chaos. Magic is an ambivalent force in this clash: it is a tool wielded 

by Egill to overcome the broken cosmic order, but can also be employed in a sinister way 

by queen Gunnhildr.  

Poetry is also used in a nuanced way. While it is mainly used for non-

confrontational artistic use, it carries important other functions. It serves to emphasize the 

importance of oaths, but also always carries the threat of hidden mockery. While Egils 

saga places much importance on Egill‘s big poems Hǫfuðlausn and Sonatorrek and works 

them into the plot, poetry also plays a big role in the casting of magic spells. Meylan sees 

a special role of Egils saga in this: „Whereas Grágás classified magic and religion in the 

same category, Egils saga constructs an alternate classification, linking magic with poetry 

instead.“126 This, however, omits the fact that magic in Egils saga is also linked with 

matters of law. Of course, Egill‘s magic utilizes poetry, but the saga has a much more 

complex perspective on the issue. As was shown, Egill‘s verses are also linked with the 

higher cosmic order, and the similarities between the powers of supernatural magic and 

worldly law were recognized when the saga was composed. This special relationship is 

embodied by the concept of níð, which combines aspects of legal issues, poetry and 

magic. The níðingr as an outcast of society becomes an outcast either actively through 

anti-social behaviour or passively through the designation by níð-poetry. The magic 

 
125 Ibid., p. 71. 
126 Ibid., p. 156. 
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aspect lies in its nature of níð as a curse; the basis for legal persecution lies in ethical 

condemnation based on cosmological, mythical concepts. 

Egils saga uses these interactions between law, magic and poetry as a productive 

field to develop its own agenda. The saga can be read as an elaboration on authority and 

subversion; its use of magic is certainly anti-authorative. However, the saga states that 

the authority Egill fights against is corrupt; the worldview of Egils saga is a strictly 

conservative one. Magic and poetry are tools used by Egill to combat those who upend 

the higher cosmic order, one that is immutable and should not be changed at all. This 

worldview becomes clear when the saga depicts Haraldr hárfagri, Norway‘s first 

einvaldskonungr, as a tyrannical king who abolishes the system of ancestral lands and 

makes emigration to Iceland the only viable solution for Egill‘s family. The saga‘s 

perspective on kingship is however not a hostile one, as other monarchs like king 

Aðalsteinn are depicted quite benevolent, or, like Hákon Aðalsteinsfóstri at least in a 

neutral manner. The difference lies in the overthrowing of the cosmic order. Egill‘s use 

of magic is acceptable because it is in line with the restoration of this higher structure. 

The níð he composes is not an offense, because its target – the royal couple – are already 

níðingar by violating the traditions of localized peace concepts.  
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